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Going, Going ...

W

ell, the 1900s are gone, at least as far as Archery Focus is concerned as we
don’t publish again until January 2000. Most people think that the turn
of a millennium is a time for changes and we are certainly not immune;
we introduce two new authors this month!
We often get new authors by referral from staff, from our publishers, or from
professionals in the field. We are picky, though, because we like to think we have
the best authors in the field (We do!). So, imagine my surprise when one of our
loyal readers, Annette Musta, complained that while we have excellent articles on
sports psychology and mental fitness, we have completely neglected physical fitness. Good idea, I told her, but where am I going to find someone who is a fitness
expert and also knows archery? You will find an article on page 8 by ... Annette
Musta, who is an expert in fitness and has been shooting for years. Her first article is just the beginning, she says. She has more articles in mind, all of which will
make you a better archer. If you find this useful, it may become a regular column.
Our other new author is David Kronengold, who is a design engineer for PSE.
He is a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a member of
both the 1992 USAT Junior Elite Team and the 1993 Collegiate All-American
Team, so he is no slouch as an engineer nor as an archer. David designs risers
(recurve and compound), but also wheels and cams for compounds and his article is about what he knows best. Look on page 11 for David’s piece on getting the
most out of a modular cam bow.

W

e often get requests for articles by phone and email. For example, quite
a few of you have asked for articles on string making. If you look on
page 14 you will find the first of a three-part series of articles on ... string
making. And, if that isn’t good enough, Dan Quillian’s article this month is on
bow strings for traditional bows. We do want to know what you want to know;
we do take your requests seriously. So keep those ‘cards and letters’ coming!
Some of you write nice notes which you tuck in with your renewals. Claudia
and I enjoy reading them. A number of you asked us to tell a little more about ourselves. (I think you are still checking us out to see if we’re folks like you.) Well,
here’s a little something. The picture below shows Steve calling arrows at the
recent Target Championships of the California State Archery Association. (Not, as
Claudia contends, ‘Steve praying to the archery gods.’) We both came away with
good memories and no awards. Claudia makes cracks like that because she has
all the hardware including multiple State Championships and a second place finish at the 1997 NFAA Outdoor National Championships. I have a hard time keeping up with her. Maybe that should be my “new millennium resolution” — to keep
up with what you want to see in this magazine and with Claudia — both of those
should really keep me on my toes!
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW – COMPOUND

The NFA A o n V i d e o
Shooter’s School
by Steve Ruis
Some of the most useful equipment you can buy doesn’t
bolt on your bow or glue to an arrow (as we saw in last
month’s installment of Compound Equipment Review
when we reviewed the computer program Archer’s
Advantage). This month we look at a series of instructional videos.

U

nlike movie reviewers who sometimes get
into trouble giving away the surprise endings of mysteries, I don’t need to worry
about giving away “the ending” because when
Bernie Pellerite, the Master Coach in these videos, is
done, there are no mysteries left. The NFAA
Shooter’s School videos are a set of six VHS video
tapes with a total play time of 415 minutes. The
National Field Archery Association Shooter’s School
was founded in 1996 by Bernie Pellerite in an
attempt to provide high quality instruction to large
numbers of field archers. The target audience of the
school (no pun intended) is “intermediate to professional archers,” who (as is emphasized in Tape 4)
“want to compete.” This seems correct to me
because a fair amount of archery terminology is
thrown about that would confuse a beginner. Also,
while the school addresses both compound and
recurve shooters, it is primarily directed at compound shooters. Similarly, while both fingers and
release shooters are addressed, the school is primarily directed at release shooters. With that said, I
think that all shooters, no matter their styles, can
benefit from the instruction on these tapes.
Let’s look at what is on the tapes. Each session
on the tapes is delivered by Master Coach Bernie
Pellerite. Bernie has done just about everything one
can do in archery. He is a champion target archer
and an accomplished bowhunter. He has coaching
credentials from both the NAA and the NFAA. He
teaches groups and coaches individuals. He is an
accomplished author, has owned and operated his
own archery pro shop, and, with his wife Jan, is the
owner-operator of Robinhood Videos, the company
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that produced these instructional videos along with
about thirty others. His manner is folksy and accessible.
With a run time of almost seven hours, I can’t
detail everything on each tape. Therefore I will try to
give you the highlights. It isn’t stated as a major
theme of the program, but the statement is reinforced over and over in the lessons—archery is not a
sport, it is a discipline. The statement means that if
you are interested in taking up archery seriously,
you must address it as a discipline. By the time I finished the tapes, I was convinced. On Tape 4, Bernie
states that there are Three Elements of Archery—
Form, Equipment, and the Mental Game. Without all
three you will not, can not, be competitive. Each of
these aspects requires a discipline.
Tapes 1 & 2 Shooting form discipline is addressed
first on Tapes 1 and 2 in the form of developing a
shot sequence, a series of steps that you follow in
shooting an arrow. Bernie’s shot sequence is a series
of twelve steps. He indicates that your sequence
may have more or fewer steps, but it needs to
include all of the twelve aspects he details. The
twelve steps are:
1. Foot Position (stance)
2. Nock an Arrow
3. Hook Up (your fingers/release)
4. Set the Bow Hand
5. Pre-aim
6. Draw to Anchor
7. Call the Shot to Order
8. Commit (or let down)
9. Start the Motor
10. Aiming Moment
11. Follow Through
12. Conclusion
The discipline comes from following your shot
sequence (that you have written down) shot after
shot until your form becomes absorbed subconsciously and happens without conscious thought.

Bernie takes the better part of the first
two tapes to detail what correct form is
in the context of each stage of the shot.
For example, “call the shot to order”
(Step 7) means you evaluate the status
of the shot at that point and if anything
is wrong, you abort the shot (let
down). If you do not do this then you
will be fighting to get back on track
rather than following the rest of the
sequence. For example, during the preaim phase and drawing to anchor,
your aiming dot should be just above
the center of the target (later gravity
drops it into the center where you hold
it). If your dot (or aperture) is way off
to the left of center when you reach the
“call the shot to order” step of the
sequence, you should let down
because something is not right and if
you try to make it right, you will be
adding a new step called “fixing
everything I did wrong up to this
point.” Since what you are trying to fix
will probably vary from shot to shot,
let down and start over.
According to Bernie, the “follow
through” of a shot (Step 11) happens
naturally as a consequence of everything you have done up to that point.
It is not something you do, it is just
something that happens. This is where
I thought the shot ended. Not so,
according to Bernie. There is some signal near the end of the shot that tells
you you have executed a good shot. It
may be your release hand touching
your shoulder. It may be the bow
rolling over and the bottom wheel
bumping your waist in a particular
spot. Whatever signal you pick should
occur consistently shot after shot. If it
does not, you have not executed the
shots properly.
Tape 3 Tape 3 begins with form analyses of some of this particular school‘s
students. One of the tools used to
show the students that, with proper
form and a properly set up bow, they
will be able to hold steadier and aim
better is the attachment of a laser
pointer to the student‘s bows. Before
the school began the laser’s dot wandered all over the target (and the bale)
as the students strived to find the center of the target; frequently it was at
ARCHERY FOCUS
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the center only a fraction of a second
before the arrow is loosed. After the
students‘ bows were adjusted (usually
to a shorter draw length) and their
form corrected, the laser dot found the
center of the target quickly and hovered there for a few seconds before the
shots were loosed. These “laser sight
videos” are graphic proof of how these
students became better archers during
the short duration of the school.
This tape goes on to address “target panic” and its causes and cures.
Addressed are common personality
types and which of them are more or
less susceptible to target panic. The
four types of target panic (punching
the release, freezing, snap shooting,
and flinching) are discussed as are the
reasons why these things happen
(including mechanical, form, and psychological reasons). Shooting blank
bales (no target) is the foundation of all
of the cures and is recommended as a
pre-shoot warm-up technique as well.
If your form changes between shooting a blank bale and shooting a target,
that is a strong indication of a tendency to have target panic. More specific
target panic cures are offered (to be
combined with blank bale shooting).
Tape 4 Tape 4 begins with an extensive
list of practice tips. These tips all recommend practice sessions that are
more structured than “just shooting“
or shooting practice rounds. Keeping a
logbook of all bow measurements and
settings as well as for logging each
arrow of practice is recommended.
Using mirrors and video cameras to
examine your form is also recommended among a great many other
suggestions. One of the key suggestions to my mind is to “practice the
same scenarios as you intend to
shoot.“ Don’t practice outdoors for an
indoor shoot. If there is a big shoot
with lots of pressure, work pressure
into your practice sessions (Make a
side bet with a practice partner and
give more (or take less) of a handicap
to that partner.) If you are going to be
hunting from a treestand, practice
shooting downhill from the same elevations as your stand.
Two segments on the rest of the

tape I found particularly compelling
were on holding steady and aiming.
Bernie advises that you must mentally
accept nothing but the highest quality
aiming. His recommendation—aim at
the molecules in the center of the xring! He also recommends that you
aim and shoot offensively (trying to
make the arrow go into the center of
the x-ring) rather than defensively
(trying to keep it from going out of the
x-ring) and that you must occupy your
mind while aiming. Aiming only lasts
a few seconds, but if you don’t occupy
your mind, it will drift off of aiming
onto something inconsequential and
the result will be a spoiled shot. Bernie
recommends that you occupy your
conscious mind by mentally exhorting
your self to aim—aim, aim, aim, aim,
c’mon you can aim better than this,
aim, aim, aim, ….
Tape 5 & 6 Tape 5 covers yardage estimation (covering both legal and illegal
techniques so you won‘t use an illegal
technique out of ignorance of the
rules), shooting up and down hills,
and shooting in the wind. The end of
Tape 5 and all of Tape 6 cover equipment setup and tuning. If you have
read much of the last couple of issues
of Archery Focus magazine you are
probably familiar with topics such as
... continued on p. 43
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Archery Fitness??
Archery Fitness
Archery Fitness!
by Annette M. Musta
Have you every heard, “I took up archery because I don’t have to
be in good shape;” or “Why should I be fit? I’m just an archer.”
Should archers be concerned with physical fitness and conditioning? The answer is simple – maximizing your fitness level will
improve your shooting, your health, and your life. A well balanced fitness program consists of three elements – cardiovascular conditioning, strength training, and flexibility. Each element is essential to maximize the fitness benefits of exercise. This
article provides a brief overview of the elements of a well balanced
fitness program and a section on fitness testing so you can establish your current or baseline level of fitness.
Cardiovascular Conditioning
Cardiovascular (cardiorespiratory) conditioning consists of
any activity which consistently elevates your heart rate.
Activities providing “cardio” conditioning include walking, bicycling, running, rowing, aerobic dance, kick boxing,
hiking, trail running, and swimming. The frequency of cardio workouts depends on your current fitness level, the
desired outcome, and the duration and intensity of the cardio program. Less intense workouts need to be performed
more frequently and for longer periods of time to achieve
the same results as a more intense workout. A word of
warning, your perception of your level of exertion is not
always a good measure of the actual intensity of the workout. You should have a cardio workout at least three days a
week to improve cardiorespiratory fitness and to maintain
body fat near optimum levels.
Cardio conditioning has too many benefits to ignore.
The health benefits include a lower heart rate, lower blood
pressure, and decreased risk of coronary artery disease.
Weight-bearing aerobic exercise strengthens bones which
can decrease the risk of osteoporosis in later years. Any
consistent cardio workout will improve body composition.
You will burn fat by doing aerobic exercise. Simply put, the
only way to lose weight is through aerobic exercise and a
sensible diet. Fad diets, supplements, diet pills, and “miracle workouts” are not the answer. If you want the body, you
have to do the work. But, with just a few months of dedicated cardio conditioning, you will look better, feel better,
and you can start eliminating the “archer’s ballast” around
your middle.
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Strength Training
Strength training is typically resistance training or weight
lifting. Strength training will increase an archer’s stability
and endurance. More importantly, when properly done,
strength training will prevent injuries.
Archery is a sport of repetition and causes imbalance in
the muscles of the body. The bow arm and the draw arm
must perform opposing functions repeatedly. Increasing
muscle strength in the upper body (arms, shoulders, and
back) evens out the imbalance and provides strength for
repetitive drawing. The abdominal muscles and the muscles of the lower body (trunk and legs) provide stability
during the draw sequence.
A proper strength program should include core exercises incorporating all of the major muscle groups and isolation exercises for specific muscle groups. Strength training can be designed to increase the bulk of the muscles or
to tone the muscles. Only a very few people will “bulk up”
from strength training. Everyone else will build lean,
strong muscles. More importantly, lean muscle mass needs
more energy to sustain itself. Your body will burn more
calories each day to support your lean muscle mass which
means the extra slice of pizza you just ate will not automatically gravitate towards your hips, thighs, and stomach. A good strength program, coupled with a consistent
aerobic program will give you a lean, “chiseled” look and
a healthy, strong body.
Flexibility
The final element of a well balanced fitness program is flexibility. Flexibility exercises increase the range of motion of
the joints, elongate the muscles, provide a warm up and
cool down of the body, and decrease the risk of injury. A
stretching program should include a series of slow stretches of each body part. Never force a stretch. Never bounce
while stretching.
Fitness Testing
Before you begin a fitness program, undergo a physical fitness test to find your current fitness level. A Certified
Trainer can perform an extensive test and design a program specifically for you and your sport. The Fitness Test

below allows you to
perform your own test
and will give you a
baseline assessment of
your physical fitness.

Contraindications to Exercise
Check with your doctor if you have
any of the following conditions
before starting any exercise program
or before taking this test.
• High Blood Pressure
• Chest Pain
• A Heart Condition
• Angina
• Dizziness
• Loss of Consciousness
• Bone or Joint Problem
• Any Other Reason Not to Do
Physical Activity

Fitness Test
Warnings
The tests below are
designed for reasonably fit and healthy
people. As with all fitness information, you
should first consult
your doctor for clearance before performing or initiating any
physical fitness program or training. If
you have any of the
conditions listed in the box “Contraindications to
Exercise,“ you must consult your doctor before taking the
fitness test or beginning a physical training program.
This Fitness Tests is designed for adults only. Anyone
under the age of 18 or over the age of 65 should not take the
following test. If you experience the onset of pain, shortness of breath, or any other sudden or extreme physical
reaction, discontinue the test and seek medical care immediately. All tests should be performed in the presence of
another person.
How Fit Are You? – A Fitness Test
Cardiovascular Fitness
Test One: Cardiovascular Fitness (YMCA Step Test)
Equipment needed – a 12 inch (30 cm) step and a stopwatch
Procedure Step briskly up and down on the 12 inch (30 cm)
step using the following cycle: right foot up, left foot up,
right foot down, left foot down. Try to maintain a pace of
twenty-four cycles per minute. Time yourself for three minutes using the stopwatch. At the end of three minutes, sit
down and find your pulse (Try two
fingers on the outside of the neck.).
After one minute of rest, find your
heart rate by counting your pulse for
15 seconds and multiplying by 4 to
get the rate in beats per minute. This
is your “recovery heart rate.”
Compare your results with the chart
in Figure 2. Record your level of cardiovascular fitness.
Strength Fitness
Test Two: Upper Body Strength (Push-up Test)
Equipment needed – none
Procedure Men will perform the test in the standard pushup position (only toes and hands in contact with the floor).
ARCHERY FOCUS
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Women perform the test in the modified push-up position
(knees bent, only knees and hands in contact with the
floor). This test will test the strength and endurance of the
upper body including the front shoulder (anterior deltoid),
chest (pectorals), and back of the arm (triceps) muscles. The
individual performs as many push-ups as they can to the
point of exhaustion. There is no time limit but a steady pace
and correct form must be maintained. Resting is only
allowed in the up position. The score is the total number of
push-ups completed. Compare your score to the scores in
Figure 3. Record your level of upper body strength.
Test Three: Abdominal Strength (Curl-up Test)
Equipment needed – padded flooring or mat
Procedure Perform a bent leg curl-up. This is not a sit-up.
Assume a lying position on the floor, knees
bent, feet flat on the
floor, hands at sides.
Tighten your abdominal muscles and curl
your upper torso off of
the
floor.
Hands
should move forward
approximately 3 inches
and shoulders should be off of the floor. Return to starting
position. Perform as many curl-ups as possible while maintaining a steady pace. If the pace is interrupted, the subsequent curl-ups do not count. The score is the total number
of curl-ups completed. Compare your score to the scores in
Figure 4. Record your level of abdominal strength.
Test Four: Leg Strength (Wall Sits)
Equipment needed – a bare wall and a stopwatch
Procedure Stand two feet away from the wall, facing away,
with your feet hip width apart and toes facing forward.
Bend at your hips and knees and press your back into the
wall as if you were sitting on a chair. Hips and knees
should be at a 90° angle. Keep your upper body relaxed
and your shoulders lifted. Use the stopwatch to time yourself. Hold as long as you can. Compare your time to the
chart in Figure 5. Record you results.
Flexibility Testing
Test Five: Lower Body Flexibility
Equipment needed – none
Procedure Sit upright on the floor with your legs extended
in front of you 12 inches (30 cm) apart, feet flexed, toes
pointing to the ceiling, do not lock your knees. Breathe in,
then as you breathe
out reach your hands
forward to your toes.
Do not bounce, do
not stretch your neck
to increase your distance. Reach as far
forward as you com-
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fortably can. Have another person mark the distance you reach
from the tip of your fingers to
your toes. Compare your results
to Figure 6.
Test Six: Shoulder Flexion
Equipment needed – none
Procedure Stand upright, back
straight, abdominal muscles in,
knees bent slightly. Reach
towards the ceiling with your
right arm, bend your elbow and
drop your hand over your shoulder. Bend your left arm at the elbow and reach up behind
your back. Slowly move your hands toward each other, try
to make your fingers meet. Mark how close your hands are
to each other. Repeat with the other side. Compare your
results to those in Figure 7. Record your results.
Your results represent your baseline level of fitness – the
starting point for your fitness program. Any score in the
poor or fair categories indicates an area you need to work on
extensively. A score in the good category indicates a higher
level of fitness that can be improved with a little extra
work. An excellent rating indicates a high level of fitness
that must be maintained.
Repeat the test every three months and watch your
improvement as you exercise to better health. ➷
Note See page 13 for all Fitness Test Tables.

Annette Musta is a certified personal trainer who owns and operates her own business, ARH Sports and Fitness in Pennsylvania.
She has been shooting for 24 years, but not seriously (she says)
until the last five years. She has been a
professional ballet dancer (which is why
she is known around the ARCO Training
Center as “the dancer”) and is currently
a licensed pilot. She is the founder and
Executive Director of the Pass the Torch
Foundation, which matches school age
children with athletes training for international competition.
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Modular Cams
Using Them
Your Advantage
by David Kronengold

Have you ever wondered what the advantages of modular cams are? Some people
question the usefulness of modular cams
beyond as a “sales application,“ that is
they think they are just a gimmick to get
you to buy a bow. Many people don’t realize that modular cams can be used as a
very powerful tool for compound bow
shooters, whether they shoot target, 3D,
or bowhunt. They become even more powerful in the case of archers who do all
three. As a design engineer for PSE and a
shooter myself, I would like to share some
of my observations on this topic. First, I
need to explain a little about cams in general.

C

Fig. 2
cam
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Draw Force

Draw Force

ompound bow eccentrics (wheels
or cams) provide a mechanical
advantage to the archer. They allow
the bow to store more energy than the
archer is exerting, while letting the
shooter hold substantially less weight
at full draw. This can be seen in what
is called a draw-force curve. This is a
graph of draw force (draw weight)
along the vertical axis against draw
length on the horizontal axis. These
can be plotted simply using an arrow
with draw lengths penciled on it Fig. 1
and a draw weight scale. The
draw-force curve for a recurve
bow is just a line that generally
slopes from the low left of the
graph to the high right (see Fig.
1). The further back you draw
the bow, the more force is
required. Compound bows are
different. As you draw the bow
back, the draw force climbs,

reaches a peak,
and then, as
the cams/wheels roll over, declines
into a “valley” where draw force is a
fraction of its peak value (see Fig. 2).
In these graphs, the area under the
curve represents the energy stored.
Hard cams reach peak weight sooner,
hold peak weight longer, have less of
a “valley,” and thus store much more
energy than a smooth drawing, round
target wheel. This is how they propel
an arrow much faster. All cams are
designed to work in a certain orientation to the strings, cables, and limbs.
If they are placed in a less than optimum orientation, the draw force
curve collapses somewhat, and the
bow stores less energy.
Conventional
cams
usually
change size (by being off-round) on
both sides of the cam and take a different “tune” (string, cables, and limb
size) to make different draw lengths.
In the last few years, many manufacturers have moved to a modular cam,
where a small part of the power
(cable) side of the cam is a separate,
easily replaced piece. This allows the
manufacturers to make all available
draw lengths with the same tune. By

round wheel

Draw Length

Draw Length

changing modules, you change when
the cam stops. This changes draw
length, but not the tune. Now the
manufacturer has to make, store, and
keep track of fewer parts. While this
is an advantage to the manufacturer,
there are also positive applications for
the dealer and for shooters.
There are many reasons for
archery equipment dealers to want
bows with modular cams. They allow
the dealer to stock one draw length
bow and an array of much less expensive modules and still be able to fit a
range of customers with a proper
draw length bow. No more having to
decide which draw lengths to stock.
No more having to special order a
specific draw length bow which
Murphy’s Law dictates the dealer
won’t have in stock. Dealers can focus
on broadening their bow selections,
instead of carrying five different
draw lengths of each model bow they
carry. Modular cams are a great deal
for the dealer.
What about for the shooter? Some
think the benefits of modular cams
end when the dealer sells the bow.
And they don’t appear again until the
owner wishes to sell the bow. No
more looking for a buyer who
wants the same draw length
and draw weight that you
shoot. But is that it? Are modular cams only a sales benefit?
The answer to the questions is a
very definite no. Modular cams
offer a tremendous benefit to
shooters. Modular cams can be
used to adapt the bow to fit
many shooting situations while
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still optimizing energy storage, which
is the cam’s ultimate function.
What follows are three common
shooting situations where having a
bow with modular cams allows
shooters to adapt their bows for optimal performance in that situation.
These are situations where a nonmodular cam would require a performance decrease to adapt to the situation, or force a shooter to not execute
proper form. At the very worse case
for the shooter, these situations
require them to own separate bows
for each application.
Situation 1 You enter a dealer’s
shop to purchase a bow. You are taken
to a twenty yard target and measured
for draw length. You then purchase a
new bow at that draw length and
spend the necessary time setting it up,
tuning it, and sighting it in. The more
you practice with it, the better you
get. As you improve, your confidence
grows. Soon, you are grouping shots
well at twenty yards and are ready to
take on the world. On to the next challenge.
Situation 2 Hunting season
approaches. You re-tune your bow
and sight in with your hunting
arrows at the range. These arrows
have larger diameter shafts than your
target arrows and have longer fletchings to stabilize the broadheads. And,
like a large percentage of bowhunters

in the USA, you get your treestands
set up. When the moment of truth
arrives, you draw the bow for this
extreme downhill shot and it feels like
the bow that was grouping comfortably just last week is suddenly too
long on draw length and you can’t
find the back “wall” to pull into and
aim solidly. Or you extend your form
to pull into the stop and the string
slaps your bow arm. Ouch!
You see, the drastic downhill angle
of a treestand shot tends to shorten
the draw length of most archers. You
need to adapt for this if you are going
to have the same feeling shooting out
of a stand as you did when you were
shooting well at the range. Since cams
are designed to work best in a certain
orientation, twisting up your strings,
or putting on a shorter string to shorten draw length will likely result in
less energy being stored by the bow.
This means reduced performance
plus a major inconvenience because
draw weight is going to be affected by
these changes. Putting on a smaller
module to shorten draw length is the
best solution because it allows you to
maintain peak weight, peep and nock
height, and cam orientation. Also,
switching back to your target setup
for weeknight leagues is a snap.
Situation 3 A vast number of
bowhunters have taken up shooting
3D archery in the off season to stay in

shape as well as to eliminate that
edgy feeling all archery enthusiasts
get if we go too long without shooting
our bows. Recreational 3D shooters
constantly battle the issues of bow
speed and distance judging. Archers
with short draw lengths have a great
deal of difficulty “closing the gaps”
on their 3D sights. They just can’t get
the full power stroke of their bows
with their natural form. Some of these
shooters have learned to shoot with a
different anchor position for 3D. By
moving their anchor points back they
can increase draw length and get
more speed out of their bows. It is not
the best setup for shooting small
spots in leagues, but at least they
don’t spend their entire 3D shoot
looking for lost arrows. And, as I said,
they are doing this for fun.
If you have no intention of shooting for big money any time soon, this
might be a way to increase the
amount of fun you have on the 3D
range. This is how I use my Twin
Turbo cams on my PSE bow. For
league nights, I just switch modules,
change sights, and shoot shorter
arrows. I don’t need to have a bow for
shooting small spots indoors, a bow
for 3D, and a bow for hunting from
treestands. I have one bow and three
sets of modules in my tackle box. Oh
yeah, I have one more thing – more
money in my bank account for
archery trips and that next hot new
modular cam bow!
I hope it is now clear to you that
modular cams are not just sales gimmicks. The modules are designed to
optimize the bow’s performance at
each distinct draw length. They are
easy enough to change in and out, so
use them to your advantage. Don’t
compromise one situation to optimize
another if you have a choice. Get a
modular cam bow and do it all. ˜
David Kronengold is a design engineer
for PSE. He works on recurve and compound risers as well as wheel and cam
design.
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Figure 1

Recovery Rates for the Three Minute Step Test

46–55
56–65
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
Excellent >89
>98
>89
>99
>96
>102
>97
>104
>97
>104
Good 90-105 99-117 90-107 100-119 97-112 103-118 98-116 105-120 98-112 105-118
Fair 106-128 118-140 108-128 120-138 113-130 119-140 117-132 121-135 113-129 119-139
Poor
<128
<140
<128
<138
<130
<140
<132
<135
<129
<139

Fitness test Tables
from page 10

Age(years)

18–25

26–35

36–45

18–25

26–35

36–45

Figure 2
Age(years)

Upper Body Strength – Push-up Test

M
Excellent >29
Good 22-28
Fair
17-21
Poor
<16

Figure 3

F
>21
15-20
10-14
<9

M
>22
17-21
12-16
<11

F
>20
13-19
8-12
<7

Abdominal Strength

Age(years)

18–34
M
F
Excellent >60
>50
Good 45-59
40-49
Fair
30-44
25-39
Poor
<30
<25

Figure 5
Excellent
Fair
Poor
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35–44
M
F
>50
>40
40-49
30-39
25-39
15-29
<25
<15

45–65
M
F
>40
>30
25-39
15-29
15-24
10-14
<15
<10

Lower Body Flexibility
Fingers reach 1 inch or more past the toes
Fingers reach or almost reach toes
Fingers are more than five inches from toes
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M
>17
13-16
10-12
<9

F
>15
11-14
5-10
<4

46–55
M
F
>13
>11
10-12
7-10
7-9
2-6
<6
<1

56–65
M
F
>11
>12
8-10
5-10
5-7
1-4
<4
<1

Figure 4

Leg Strength

Level of Fitness* Beginner
Excellent
>50
Good
40-49
Fair
30-39
Poor
20-29

Intermediate Advanced
>80
>120
60-79
100-119
50-59
80-99
40-49
60-79

Expert
>160
140-159
120-139
100-119

*Level of Fitness Beginner – Never exercises or is over 50
Intermediate – Exercise intermittently (at least in past year)
Advanced – Regularly exercises 3-4 times per week
Expert – Exercises daily

Figure 6
Excellent
Fair
Poor

Shoulder Flexion
Fingers interlock
Fingers touch
Fingers are more than three inches apart
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW – RECURVE

Bow Strings

Part 1 of 3

What to Make and How to Make It
by Pedro Serralheiro

Part I Bow String Fibers, Understanding Them
lmost all bowstrings in modern bows begin life as an
industrial fiber. While the brand names of many of
these fibers are well known to archers, their properties are
less well understood. And the point is the properties of
these fibers are of crucial importance when choosing strings
for your bow, be it recurve or compound. Today we have a
huge variety of options, allowing the customers to select the
blend of performance, durability and cost that best suits
their needs.

A

Polyester (Low Cost)
Polyester is today’s the “classic” string fiber. It is called by
the Dupont trade name Dacron, although there are other
suppliers of polyester fibers. Polyester is widely used for its
combination of reasonably low stretch, good strength, low
cost and durability. It’s the only fiber allowed on all wooden bows (except some models) because it doesn’t put great
stress on limb hooks and wooden handles. It is difficult to
control because it changes constantly in length, especially
on hot and humid days. Today some allied polyester fibers
are on the market offering the performance of regular polyester with greater strength and less stretch. (see Table 1)

Ta b l e 1

Aramid (Medium Cost)
A popular class of high performance fiber are the aramids,
the most well known being Kevlar (a Dupont trademark)
and Twaron (made by German manufacturer Akzo). More
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Product
B50
B500
B75
PENN 66

Maker
Brownell
BCY
Brownell
BCY

Strength
50 lbs
50 lbs
55 lbs
57 lbs

susceptible to UV damage and breakdown due to folding
and flogging, but much stronger than polyester, aramids
present no creep or stretch. Due to unexpected failures and
a short life cycle, aramid fibers have been replaced by newer
and more reliable fibers. Flex loss 28 %.
LCP (Medium Cost)
Vectran is a high performance, thermoplastic, multifilament
yarn spun from Liquid Crystal Polymer (LCP). Vectran is
the only commercially available melt spun LCP fiber. It
exhibits exceptional strength and rigidity, five times
stronger than steel and ten times stronger than aluminum.
A natural aramid replacement, also comes with unexpected
failures which limit its use to compound cables. LCP has no
stretch, no creep, outstanding cut resistance, minimal moisture absorption and high abrasion resistance. Flex loss 20 %.
HPPE (Medium-To-High Cost)
High Performance Polyethylene (HPPE) has a unique combination of properties. Its density is slightly less than one, so
the fiber floats on water. But its tenacity can be up to 20
times that of a good quality steel. Spectra and its European
counterpart Dyneema, the most well known products, offer
very low stretch, high strength, good UV resistance, and
much less strength loss in flex than Kevlar or Vectran.
Although used on almost top brand bows, as cables and
strings, creep is always a concern with this class of fiber,
even in the new ones like HPPE 2000, which offers 20% less
creep than normal HPPE. (see Table 2)
Composite Blends (High Cost)
To address the unexpected failures found on no creeping
fibers (aramids and LCP), some manufactures have blended
with great success Vectran and HPPE. The best known are
S4 by Brownell and 450 Plus by BCY. These composite
blends offer the archer the durability of HPPE with a much
needed characteristic for modern bows, no creep. Their
strands are a little larger in diameter than HPPE, so you will
need fewer strands. With these fibers bowstring strength is

Fiber Type
polyester
polyester
allied polyester
allied polyester

Flex Loss
0%
0%
0%
0%

Stretch
++++
++++
+++
+++

Creep
++++
++++
+++
+++

Ft/lb*
4300
4200
4200
4300

* Waxed

To shoot a bow you need a string, preferably one made of the new
synthetic fibers. But which type of material will make the best
string for my application? How many strands should I use? What
length should I make my string? All of these questions and more
will be answered in this three-part series. We will deal with the
following aspects of bowstring making:
Part I Bow String Fibers, Understanding Them
Part II Preparing The String Making Tools, Including
Serving Choice
Part III Making The String

never a problem. (see Table 3)
Creep
Creep is the nightmare of any competitive archer, because it
causes different string lengths over time. But don’t be too
concerned of that because with modern fibers, even if they
exhibit some creep, bowstrings will stretch to their final
length after you shoot 200 or 300 arrows. Then, when making a new one, just compensate for the measured elongation. To have an idea what to expect see Table 4 to the right.

Ta b l e 3

Fiber Cycle Life
Only with aramids and Vectran are unexpected failures a
problem. So if you decide to use them, replace your bowProduct
450 Plus

Maker
BCY

Strength
155 lbs

S4

Brownell

160 lbs
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Fiber Type
Vectran +
Dyneema
Vectran +
Spectra

Flex Loss
5%
5%
5%
5%
4%
5%

Stretch
+
+
+
+
+
–

Creep
++
++
+
+
+
+

Ft/lb*
8700
8900
6750
8900
–
7511

* Waxed

Fiber Type
Spectra
Dyneema
Spectra 2000
Dyneema SK 75
Dyneema
Dyneema SK 75

string very frequently and, even so, expect some failures.
With polyester, HPPE, and composite blend bowstrings,
replace them every year, or if you shoot a lot replace them 3
to 4 times a year. Take speProduct
Creep
cial care with the cables of
compound bows. Any
450 Premium 1/8 in.
time you doubt your com450 Plus
1/8
pound cables or string, or
S4
1/4
your recurve string for
Dynaflight 97
1/4
that matter, replace them.
Fast Flight
5/8
If you shoot outdoors
most of the time, your string and cables lives will be shorter
due to sunlight (UV deterioration). (see Table 5)
Flex Loss
8%

Stretch
–

Creep
–

Ft/lb*
4700

7%

–

–

4020

* Waxed

Strength
92 lbs
120 lbs
115 lbs
120 lbs
110 lbs
130 lbs

Ta b l e 4

Ta b l e 2

Product
Maker
Fast Flight Brownell
Dyna Flight
BCY
Fast Flight 2000Brownell
Dyna Flight 97 BCY
ASB
Angel
D &%
Brownell
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Ta b l e 5

Fiber/String Maintenance
With any type of fiber you will need to wax them to get the
most from the string in cycle life and performance. Caring
Product
450 Premium
450 Plus
S4
Dynaflight 97
Fast Flight

Cycles to Failure
325 000
648 000
220 000
850 000
755 000

Ta b l e 7

Strand Comparison
For a comparison of numbers of strands per string, see
Fig. 6 to the right.

Product
450 Plus
S4
DF 97
FF 2000
FF
B 50
B 75
PENN 66
D 75

Strands
12
10
16
16
20
12
12
12
16

Strength
1860 lbs
1600 lbs
2400 lbs
1840 lbs
1840 lbs
600 lbs
660 lbs
684 lbs
2080 lbs

Total Length
720 in
600 in
960 in
960 in
1200 in
720 in
720 in
720 in
960 in

Ta b l e 6

for those fibers is easy, no magic wax is needed. Just use
standard bowstring wax as you have done in the past
with polyester or HPPE. The only exception is the LCP’s
where you will need a specially formulated synthetic
wax.

T

o conclude Part I, I invite you to examine Table 7 below,
concerning strings of 60” length, where some curious
data are shown. For instance, and assuming the AMO standards of arrow weight, you will see that different fibers give
different weight strings. As the Easton arrow selection
tables are made with Fast Flight strings, the lightest fiber, if
you use composite blends you might want to go with a
lighter arrow.
Until next time, good shooting. ➷

Product
Number of Strands
450 Premium
12
450 Plus
16
S4
10
Dynaflight 97
16
Fast Flight
20
B50, B500, B75, &
PENN 66
12

Weight Spool Length Strings from One Spool
89.34 gr
1175 ft
19.58
87.03 gr
1005 ft
20.10
79.93 gr
1750 ft
21.88
82.86 gr
1688 ft
21.10
80.39 gr
2175 ft
21.75
97.67 gr
1075 ft
17.92
99.99 gr
1050 ft
17.50
97.67 gr
1075 ft
17.92
74.50 gr
1877 ft
23.46
Pedro Serralheiro is a
medical doctor who
lives with his wife and
daughter in Portugal.
Pedro has won numerous recurve and compound championships.
His most impressive
statistic is that of the 153 individual
events he has entered, Pedro has won
124 of them! He is currently ranked
No. 1 in Portugal.
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Choose the Best Arrow
For the Job
by Mike Gerard
Choosing the best arrow to shoot is probably the most important decision you will
make after you’ve chosen your bow and
style of shooting. The choice is much more
difficult today than it was years ago
because of all the great choices there are
today compared to years ago. Years ago, all
you had to decide was whether you wanted
a big diameter with a light wall thickness
or a heavy wall thickness with a smaller
diameter and should you combine that
shaft with a light or with a heavy point?
You also had the choice between wood,
fiberglass, or aluminum, but those days are
long gone! Today we have so many choices
(which is good) that it can be confusing
(which is bad). It has even become difficult
for the professional pro shop to weed
through all the choices to marry up the best
arrow to its use. And, like everything else,
everyone has an opinion or testimony. The
purpose of this article is to help steer you
in the right direction so you will have a few
more tools in your tool box when you head
to the pro shop to make a purchase.

T

he first thing to decide is what type
of shooting is most important to
you. Do you prefer Hunting, 3D competition, FITA style target archery,
Field archery? Indoors or outdoors?
Wow, this is already getting complicated! I’m going to separate out each category and talk about it separately, so
you can choose to read the whole article or skip ahead to your own personal category.
One of the most difficult categories
is youth archery. The youth category
has special challenges, so lets start
there.
ARCHERY FOCUS
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Youth Arrows
Young archers require some special
considerations so that they can have the
best possible experience shooting. Since
success breeds desire, we want to start
them off on the right foot! Choosing
arrows for young archers is difficult
because of the difficulty in accurately
measuring draw weights at their short
draw lengths. Use a good scale whenever possible. Cutting arrows shorter to
match those short draw lengths makes
the arrows stiffer, so using a light draw
weight/short draw length bow tends to
result in youth arrows that wind up on
the stiffer end of the spectrum.
Also, at short draw lengths, the bow
is not at an efficient part of its capabilities. Now, when you combine that situation with the desire to have Junior not
grow out of his or her arrows in a short
period of time and we adults are leaning toward the longer/ heavier end of
the spectrum as well.
Combine a bow of light
poundage and short draw
length with longer and
heavier arrows and the performance that is desperately needed to reach the target
is greatly diminished. It is
even more difficult for
Junior to have a measure of success
with the bow’s performance reduced to
a minimum.
The thinking (as well as my recommendation) is to stay on the light mass
weight and lighter spine end of the
arrow chart recommendations for shaft
sizes. Specifically, with a bow under 25”
of draw length and under 30 lbs of

draw weight, you are able to get away
with an arrow one or two sizes lighter
than what is often recommended. In
this instance lighter and weaker is better. If you get a bit too weak in spine, I
would lighten the point to improve the
arrow flight and further improve the
bow performance.
There is no major reason to choose
aluminum shafts over carbon for a gain
in diameter (to cut scoring lines) or
choosing carbon shafts over aluminum
(to reduce weight and gain range). In
the lighter spines, all arrows are small
in diameter and similar in mass weight!

A

s a father with two youth archers,
I can tell you that a carbon arrow
has basically two degrees of conditioneither shootable and in the quiver … or
broken and in the trash! The maintenance level on them is terrific. This
translates into peace of mind and more

“Today we have so many
choices (which is good)
that it can be confusing
(which is bad).“
leisure time for dad! The smaller/
lighter aluminum arrows are delicate
and require a fair amount of attention
to keep them straight. This is the only
reason I have a preference of carbon
over aluminum for the youth archer.
Less time repairing and more time
shooting is a good thing!
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3D Arrows
3D archery requires a twist in thinking
to get the ultimate in performance and
remain within the rules. Under the 280
fps speed rules, many bows produced
today can reach this speed with an aluminum arrow with a reasonable “line
cutting” diameter. For indoor 3D
archery a large diameter, thin–walled
arrow that will get you to the maximum speed is the best recommendation. If you are not able to get to the
maximum speed with a 2312 arrow, or
so, then shoot a lighter carbon arrow.
The internal component carbon arrows
are a good choice because they are light
and still provide about a 19/64 outside
diameter.
For outdoor 3D, carbon arrows
have become more popular because
you can have good point weight to get
through the wind and be light enough
in mass weight to get the speeds
desired. Again the internal component
carbon arrows provide a great middle
of the road option providing speed and
line cutting diameter. The Easton
Hyperspeed shafts are a great option
for ladies or shooters with shorter

larger diameter aluminum shaft.
It is easier to be accurate with an
arrow that has a heavier point weight
(90 grains and up) over the ultra light
points ( 60 grains or so ). Also, down
range velocity and wind drift are
improved. My recommendation-keep
a decent point weight, while choosing
an arrow that will get to the maximum
speed within the rules. Those that have
trouble judging distance will find a few
more points on the scorecard with carbon arrows. Shoot as stiff an arrow as
you can and still reach the highest
allowed speeds. Do not go underspined in order to reach the speeds!
Field Archery Arrows
At the last World Field Championships
in Austria, by far the most popular
arrow choices were the lightest variety
of carbon arrows. In FITA Field
archery, the limit on bow poundage (60
lbs.) makes lighter shaft weights and
decent/ standard point weights the
best choice. In the recurve division, the
lighter mass weight/smaller diameter
shafts were the most popular.
Untapered (parallel) shafts were the
most popular for
the
compound
division.
The
thinking is that
shooting up and
down hills combined
with
unmarked distances makes the flattest
arrow trajectory desirable. The most
successful archers did not sacrifice
stiffness to gain speed. The desirable
arrows for FITA Field are equally effective for NFAA- style field shooting as
well. FITA Field tends to be on more
extreme terrain ranges is the only difference. The recommendation-stay on
the stiff spine side for both recurve and
compound shooting and shoot the
lightest/smallest diameter shafts you
can group well with. Stay in the normal point weight range for your arrow
size for wind drift resistance and sustained velocity. Don’t sacrifice point

“Some say that heavy arrows
are not as forgiving on a weak
shot and fall like a rock.“
draw lengths, but at the poundages
men are shooting, you can get there
without resorting to such a delicate
arrow. I am able to shoot a light-walled
aluminum arrow with 200-230 vanes (2
to 2.3 inches in length) and get desirable results for even outdoor 3D even
though I have a long draw length.
Carbon arrows have less surface drag
and therefore have flatter trajectories at
the same speed as aluminum arrows. If
judging distance is your weakness,
shooting carbon arrows is a better
choice. If you are sound at judging distance, you may like the additional line
cutting real estate of a thin walled,
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weight to get shaft stiffness or to
increase velocity.
FITA Style Target Arrows
The most successful FITA Target
archers are shooting arrows on the
higher spine side combined with standard-to-heavy point weights. This is
true of both the recurve and compound
divisions. In the compound division,
more archers are using parallel arrows
where in the recurve division, more
archers are shooting with barreled
arrows. In recent years, a switch from a
concentration on arrow speed out of
the bow to down range velocity has
occurred making small diameter, heavier arrows more desirable. Wind drift
and down range velocity are both
improved with this shift in thinking.
Recommendation-stay on the stiff side
of the spine charts and keep a higher
point weight. Try not to worry about
speed other than to reach your longest
distances without shooting out your
sight pin! Your arrow’s best asset for
wind drift is reduced surface area and
decent point weight (not speed). Good
speed certainly doesn’t hurt, but don’t
sacrifice point weight to increase
speed. Your arrows will drift more in
the wind!
Indoor vs. Outdoor
In the indoor compound unlimited
division it has been popular to shoot
with the most real estate you can get to
fly from your bow. I say real estate
because the 2613 arrows that are popular these days take up a large chunk of
the 10 ring! Some say that heavy
arrows are not as forgiving on a weak
shot and fall like a rock. Others report
no loss of forgiving nature that can’t be
made up by the additional line cutting
capabilities. I have not personally
found the big arrow hard to shoot and
consider them to be the best choice. For
a compound finger shooter, correct
spine is more important than for the
release shooter, so finger shooters need
to be more careful when choosing a

large diameter arrow. Stay closer to the
charts!
For indoor recurve shooters, there
has been a recent increase in archers
using their carbon arrows indoors.
The last two World Indoor Titles have
been won using small diameter carbon arrows. Your ability to cut lines is
diminished, but the increased ability
to get good clearance and grouping is
a plus. Said another way, a good shot
with either arrow rests in the middle
of the target. The clearance you get
from a carbon arrow makes them very
forgiving. I still use aluminum arrows
indoors, but I have shot equally high
scores using small diameter carbon
arrows. Go figure!
Recommendation–for the compound unlimited division shoot the
most diameter you can indoors while
going with the field and target recommendations for outdoor. The recurve
division is sixes either way. Shoot the
arrow that gives you the most confidence or best average and forget
about size. The World Champions
appear to have confirmed the myth
that size doesn’t matter!
Hunting Arrows
Last, but not least, is the hunting category. I’m going to make the assumption that most archers are hunting
with a compound bow and a release
aid of some sort. Although this is not
my personal choice, when I get into
camp this is what I tend to see. The
most important part of choosing your
hunting arrows is to get out a broadhead target and shoot them with
broadheads on them. In many cases,
the broadhead changes the point of
impact and tune enough to make it
too important to ignore. Do you want
to tune your car to run good at a stop
sign or running down the highway? I
want mine running good the way I’m
going to use it! The same logic applies
to your hunting setup. Expandable
broadheads have impact points and
tune characteristics similar to those of
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field points, while non-expandable
broadheads are like shoes, you gotta
try ‘em on.
The “aluminum or carbon?” question could have us arguing all day.
I’ve heard the comment that carbon
arrows do not have good penetration
on longer shots. Since most of us
would choose 50 yards and under as a
“good” shot, this is not an issue. The
smaller diameter and increased velocity tends to make these arrows blow
through like a rocket. The heavier
arrow has more surface friction and a
decrease in velocity. I consider both
schools of thought (velocity vs. inertia) equally effective in their own
way. Most of the guys I hunt with use
aluminum for big game, but the few
that don’t are convinced carbon is the
ultimate. Recommendation-if you are
weak at judging distance, shoot a carbon arrow and stay on the stiff side. If
you prefer shooting fingers, try both
carbon and aluminum and stay on the
stiff side. Most important of all is to
shoot your actual arrows, broadheads
and all, to tune and sight in with
before heading into the woods.
Note – Make sure you are shooting at
a target designed for broadheads!

T

hose of you who read through
this whole article may have
noticed that I recommend staying on
the stiff side for spine in all categories
except the youth category. The reason
for this is it is easier to get a stiff
arrow to group and be forgiving than
it is to get a weak arrow to group
well. Overall, this window of correct
spine is much smaller and more critical for a finger shooter than it is for a
release shooter. The finger shooter
needs to be right on the money as to
arrow stiffness (spine) while the
release shooter has a larger window
of what will group and tune well. The
nature of youth equipment tends to
create a stiff spine situation due to the
lack of efficiency of a bow at short
draw length. Toss in a need for per-

formance and the thinking on arrow
choices for kids takes a 180° turn
toward weaker and lighter.
The recommendations in this article have come from research of the
equipment used by archers at major
events throughout the world and
from comparisons of the equipment
used by the winners to those who
were less fortunate. Note that this
does not mean that these talented
archers always have the best equipment choices. It could be that, as good
as they are, they could have been
shooting anything and still won.
Unfortunately, it is hard to discount
the consistency of results for what has
been effective!
I hope you all shoot many happy
arrows and I’ll see you on the range.
➷

Mike Gerard joined his first archery club
while still in Little League baseball. After
one year at field archery, Mike joined a
JOAD club in San Pablo, California.
Mike not only started shooting in the
Men’s Division at the age of 14, but he
won, often setting new records. Mike
made All-American all four years in college and was a member of the first USAT
team. After working a number of years in
the archery industry, Mike now coaches
aspiring archers while working in retail
management.
From the beginning Mike read many
of the great archery writers of the times:
Steve Hayes, Freddie Troncoso, Al Henderson, Len Cardinale, and Shig Honda.
Little did he realize that he was soon to
join their ranks.
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Out of the Box ...
Setting Up a Brand New Bow
by Jennifer Furrow-Fonua
You have just ordered your first new
bow. What should you do first when your
bow arrives? Before assuming all is well,
here is a small checklist of things to do
when you first get your bow.
The first thing to check when you get
your bow is – is it what you ordered? Are
the color and style correct? Is the bow
right or left handed as you chose? Look
over the riser for such things as cracks or
chips; also look at your limbs. Are they
the right length and poundage? Are they
twisted?
To ease some of your possible anxieties I contacted a local pro shop and
asked a few basic questions. They
informed me that it was not very often
that they had problems with orders and
that you usually got what you selected.
They also told me that most bow manufacturers have so many checking points
before the bow or limbs are actually sent
out that there are usually few errors or
defects. Most all bow manufacturers have
warranties on their products and you can
always contact the manufacturer about
any problem that you might find.
Once you have examined the basic
appearance of the bow it is now time to
put it together. The first thing you need is
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a string. Most bow manufacturers today
do not provide a string and, if a string
does come with your bow, chances are the
string is the wrong length. So it would be
best to order the string from your local
pro shop. The employees at the pro shop
can help to determine the proper length
and number of strands per string that you
need for your bow. They can also have the
string served for you so that the serving
fits your nocks. The Archery

Manufacturers
and
Merchants
Organization (AMO) has set standards
for all archery manufacturers in the
United States, including standards for
strings. Your local pro shop can probably
provide you with the number to call for
AMO information or you can try the

AMO’s web
archery.org.

site

—

www.amo-

Once you have your string, its time
to string your bow. The easiest way to do
this is with a bow stringer (see photo at
left for one). The archery shop should have
one, and can help show you how to use it.
(Or, see “How to String a Recurve Bow”
by Jennifer Furrow-Fonua in the
May/June 1997 Archery Focus. Ed.) The
bow stringer will help you to get the
string properly and securely fitted into
the grooves of the limbs. After you string
your bow you will need to set your brace
height. The brace height is the distance
between the throat of the grip to the
string. The bow’s manufacturer should
recommend a brace height for the bow, but
if not, your pro shop should be able to
indicate what your particular bow should
be set at. AMO also has standards for
brace heights, which the pro shop can also
help you with. Brace height is set by
twisting the bowstring to make it shorter
(for a higher brace height) or untwisting
it to make it longer (for a lower brace
height). Bow strings are usually designed
to be a little longer than the length at
which they are shot, to allow for some
twists. Twists in the string cause the
string to act as a single unit rather than a
bunch of strands that just happen to be

side by side.
Next you need an arrow rest. Because
of the center cut risers of modern bows
most manufacturers no longer provide
arrow rests with their bows. The best suggestion I can make is to ask a pro shop
employee to give you a few suggestions on
good types of arrow rests that would work
for a beginning archer.
You also will need to set your nocking point. This can be done by using a
bow square. Place the bow square on your
string serving and rest it lightly on your
rest. Place the nock locator 1⁄4˝ above center. This can be a simple clamp-on nocking point or you can tie one on using
serving thread. (You’ll need help if you
want to tie one on, but it is a simple
enough procedure that you will learn
quickly.) This is a good starting position
for your nocking point. You can move it
later when you start tuning your bow.

When you have all these basic components together, you can now shoot your
new bow. All new bows need a “break-in”
period. This break-in period is not actually for the riser or limbs, but for the new
string. All strings stretch, so before
attempting to tune your new bow, your
new string will probably need to be shot
over a hundred times before it is properly
broken in. Remember that you should frequently check your brace height because
this will be affected by the stretch of the
new string. After your first hundred
shots or so, you will be able to start tuning, at least at a basic level. You should
know, though, that many beginning
archers forgo tuning their bow and
arrows because as a new archer your form
is constantly changing, causing changes
in the tune of you bow. It is best to wait
until you have established some consistency in form before you start to tune
your bow. Once you are really ready to
tune your bow, refer to the SeptemberOctober 1999 issue of Archery Focus
magazine, for the article “Basic Tuning
Methods.”
Good luck with your new bow! ➷

CHECK OUT CHECK L IST
1. Is it the bow you ordered?
2. Are the limbs the same weight
and length?
3. Do you have the proper string?
(If not you need to get one.)
4. String the bow and check the
brace height. Adjust if necessary?
5. Attach your arrow rest.
6. Attach a nocking point about 1⁄4˝
above an arrow sitting on your
rest at a 90° angle to the string.
7. Shoot many shots until your
string stretches as much as it
will, checking the brace height
and adjusting it frequently.
8. Tune your bow.
and most importantly ...
9. Enjoy your new bow!

Jennifer Furrow-Fonua is one of Archery
Focus magazine’s most prolific authors.
Jennifer writes on all things recurve,
having shot one for many years. Jennifer
currently lives in Salt Lake City.

brace
height
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The Importance of
Shooting Indoors
by Steve Ruis
Do you shoot indoors over the winter? I
didn’t for my first five years in archery and
I am now convinced that act alone restricted my development as an archer for those
five years. In this article, I will explore the
value of shooting indoors and address
some of the adjustments you need to make
from shooting outdoors to shooting
indoors.

T

he first five years I was in archery
(I was a late bloomer, I really didn’t
discover the joys of archery until I was
in my forties.), I packed up my target
equipment when it began to rain and
unpacked it again when the sun started to peak through in March or April.
If you live in snow country, the outdoor shooting season is even shorter.
Each spring, I experienced the excitement of getting out to the
practice butts and the
field
ranges
again.
Unfortunately, I also experienced the frustration of
not shooting near as well
as I had the previous fall.
It seemed as if I was starting all over again. I got
sore muscles. I couldn’t
hold as steady as I had
been. (Tired muscles
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shake!) After several weeks of shooting, things seemed to be getting better,
but old bad habits (peeking, snap
shooting) kept recurring and had to be
dealt with all over again.
Actually, when I look back on those
years, I realize I was my own worst
enemy. The only person holding me
back was me. By not shooting for four
or five months each winter, I was letting my “archery muscles” and any
muscle memory I had built up decline.
Then I had to spend weeks to months
in the spring of each year recovering
and retraining those muscles. No wonder I didn’t improve much. My best
friend actually invited me to shoot
indoors over the winter for several
years before I took him up on the invitation. At that time I considered

archery to be a late spring to early fall
activity. Also, the thought of standing
on a concrete floor and shooting arrow
after arrow at short distance sounded
boring compared to being able to walk
and shoot out in the sun. Now I have
seen the light and I shoot year around
and I have benefited accordingly.
The Benefits of Indoor Shooting
When you shoot indoors you will generally be 20 yards (18.29 m) or 18
meters (19.69 yards) from the target.
There is no uphill or downhill. The sun
won’t get in your eyes. A mosquito
won’t fly into your ear at full draw.
The wind won’t “blow you off of the
target.” In fact, there are very few
excuses for bad shots indoors. (My
favorite excuse indoors is the generally poor lighting in
most indoor ranges.)
In other words, you
just have to stand
there and execute
shot after shot. Now,
if you were just
doing this to maintain muscle tone in
your archery muscles, it would be
incredibly boring.

But, with the minimum of distractions
you can work on your form and really
concentrate on what makes a good
shot. What does it take to make a really good shot? What does it take to
make a series of really good shots? The
simple answer is that you must make
good shot after good shot until the
requirements of those good shots seep
into your bones, what many coaches
refer to as “knowing the shot subconsciously.” In good shots, the only thing
you are supposed to be doing consciously is aiming. So, this is an opportunity to log in those hundreds (thousands) of good shots needed to make
“good shots” almost automatic.
Of course, if you just “fling arrows”
and have a good time with your
friends, you cannot expect to improve
much. But, you can have a good time,
and be serious at the same time. I like
to bet on the outcome of a round.
Sometimes I’ll bet as much
as a whole dollar (usually
it’s just a soda). I usually
pick a much better shooter
than I am to challenge and,
after whining that I deserve
more of a handicap, I try to
make sure that if I get a
handicap at all, it is really
less than I should get to
make
things
equal.
Therefore, I must shoot
very well to win that bet. One of my
biggest challenges is a former state and
national champion archer who is really
much better than I am. I once won one
of those one dollar bets from him and
have his dollar bill in my wallet to
prove it. Of course, his wallet is literally full of my money on bets I lost, but I
am proud of how well I shot that day.
By putting pressure on myself, I help
myself focus on using good form,
because if I start trying to consciously
improve my score I will lose that bet
for sure. I just need to execute shot
after shot correctly to “have a shot” at
winning one of those bets.
And, there are many other ways to
make indoors shooting interesting.
Most pro shops and many archery
clubs sponsor leagues and have competitions. There are many different
configurations of targets (NFAA five-

spot and one spot targets, the “Vegas”
three spot target, novelty targets) as
well as of rounds (60 arrow “300”
rounds, 30 arrow “300” rounds, 15
arrow “450” rounds, Flint rounds).
And, later in the indoor season there
are championship shoots much as in
the outdoor season. One of the largest
shoots of the year is the indoor shoot in
Las Vegas, Nevada.
Adjusting to Shooting Indoors
Shooting indoors is different. I have
never to this day been able to take my
outdoor rig indoors and have my 20
yard mark on my sight work at twenty
yards. I usually have to make an elevation adjustment and occasionally a
windage adjustment, too. Some say it
is because of the lighting (and it probably is). Others say it is one of the mysteries of the archery gods. I say, sight in
before shooting in competition with

found many people willing to lend me
a half dozen arrows for a week to test
out. Take advantage of their generosity
and “try before you buy.”
Another adjustment you will probably need to make is in your arrow
rest. My outdoor arrows (Easton ACC
3L-18s) weigh 307.5 gr (19.93 g) while
my indoor arrows (uncut Easton
2413s) weigh 504.5 gr (32.69 g). The
much heavier indoor arrows require a
stiffer spring setting on my launcherstyle rest than the outdoor arrows need
to shoot well. You may even want to
experiment with different kinds of
rests.
Another adjustment is purely mental. The standard NFAA indoor shooting lane is only 3 feet (0.914 m) wide so
you may find yourself shooting in
much tighter quarters than you are
used to. It may take some time, but
you will get used to it.
Another recommendation is to study the better
indoor shooters in your
style. Most good shooters
are more than willing to
share their expertise with a
willing beginner.
If you make the attempt,
I think you will find that
when Spring rolls around
again and you feel the call of
the outdoor archery season,
you will find yourself having lost no
ground in your development and, with
a little attention and hard work, at an
even better place in your shooting.
Then the outdoor season builds on the
indoor and the next indoor builds on
that outdoor season and soon you are a
much better archer than you were just
a few months ago. So, if you want to
make rapid progress in your development as an archer, try shooting indoors
this winter.

“When you shoot indoors ... there
is no uphill or downhill ... the sun
won’t get in your eyes ... and the
wind won’t “blow you off of the
target.” In fact, there are very few
excuses for bad shots indoors.“
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others (or even just with yourself).
Most compound shooters shoot
larger diameter aluminum arrows
indoors because it increases the likelihood that an arrow shot slightly off the
mark will still touch the spot or the xring for the higher score. I recommend
that, in the beginning, you use your
regular outdoor arrows when first
shooting indoors. Your equipment will
be more familiar and you will probably make the adjustments to indoors
easier. If you decide you want to go
after the last few points between you
and a scoring goal by using large
diameter arrows, get some help in
choosing arrows and point weights.
For example, if you shoot a release,
you can use a wider range of arrow
spines (stiffnesses) than if you shoot
with your fingers. Try some arrows out
to see how well they shoot. I have

Oh, and have fun! ➷

Steve Ruis is a field archer who lives in
Grass Valley, CA and is the editor and layout artist of this magazine.
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A rchery
N
Date
5

O V E M B E R

Event

Location

Assn

College Email Tournament-First Results Due

NAA

13-14

FITA East ‘99

Reading, PA

NAA

13-14

Arizona Fall STAR FITA

Phoeniz, AZ

NAA

20

FITA Target Qualifier

Long Beach, CA

NAA

27

Hidden Valley JOAD

Smithville Flats, NY

NAA

Coming Up
January 5

College Email Tournament-Third Results Due

NAA

February 18-20

Pennzoil Pro/Am Tour 2000

Gainesville, FL

ASA

February 12-13

IBO 2000 Winternationals

Mesa, AZ

IBO

XVII World Field Championships

Cortina d’Ampezzo, Italy FITA

July 9-16

FOR DETAILED TOURNAMENT INFORMATION, CONTACT
ASA (Archery Shooters Association)
770-795-0232
www.asaarchery.com

NFAA (National Field Archery Association)
800-811-2331
www.nfaa-archery.org/

Buckmasters
800-240-3337
www.buckmasters.com

Pennwoods Traditional Bowhunter
412-845-7454

FITA (International Federation of Target Archers)
41-21-614-3050
www.worldsport.com/worldsport/sports/archery/
IBO (International Bowhunters Organization)
216-967-2137
www.ibo.net
NAA (National Archery Association)
719-578-4621
www.usarchery.org
NABH (North American Bowhunter)
800-224-4990
www.hunting.net/nab/
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Seneca Tri-State Traditional Archers
412-884-4760
Becoming an Outdoors Woman
715-228-2070
Wolf Track Archery Club
612-780-3965
Northstar Sportsmans Club
218-547-3890
Indiana Bow and Gun Club
412-726-1111 or 412-465-2889
Powder Monkey 3-D
412-845-7454 or 412-845-6993

Calendar
D
Date
5

E C E M B E R

Event

Location

Assn

College Email Tournament-Second Results Due

NAA

4-6

Wo-Pe-Na Open

Clifton, NJ

NAA

4-6

Massachusetts Indoor

Middleboro, MA

NAA

11

FITA Qualifier

Long Beach, CA

NAA

13

Auroraland STAR

Batavia, IL

NAA

13

Toys for Tots

Van Nuys, CA

NAA

18

Mid-Atlantic JOAD Indoor

Reading, PA

NAA

National Ski-Archery

Park City, UT

NAA

February 12-13

Indoor Nationals

Tulsa, OK

NFAA

March 10-12

Las Vegas Indoor

Las Vegas, NV

NFAA

XXVII Olympic Games

Sydney, Australia

IOC

Coming Up
January 15-16

Sept 15-Oct 1

FOR DETAILED TOURNAMENT INFORMATION, CONTACT
ASA (Archery Shooters Association)
770-795-0232
www.asaarchery.com

NFAA (National Field Archery Association)
800-811-2331
www.nfaa-archery.org/

Buckmasters
800-240-3337
www.buckmasters.com

Pennwoods Traditional Bowhunter
412-845-7454

FITA (International Federation of Target Archers)
41-21-614-3050
www.worldsport.com/worldsport/sports/archery/
IBO (International Bowhunters Organization)
216-967-2137
www.ibo.net
NAA (National Archery Association)
719-578-4621
www.usarchery.org
NABH (North American Bowhunter)
800-224-4990
www.hunting.net/nab/

Seneca Tri-State Traditional Archers
412-884-4760
Becoming an Outdoors Woman
715-228-2070
Wolf Track Archery Club
612-780-3965
Northstar Sportsmans Club
218-547-3890
Indiana Bow and Gun Club
412-726-1111 or 412-465-2889
Powder Monkey 3-D
412-845-7454 or 412-845-6993
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Meet the 2000 United

Meet the Women’s Team
Janet Dykman
Lives in El Monte, CA ... Born Jan. 17, l954 in Monterey
Park, CA.

MOST NOTABLE
Member of 1996 Olympic Team ...
Member of six World Target
Championship teams ... three-time
National Outdoor Champion ... 1995
Pan American Games Champion ...
1997 National Indoor Champion ...
three-time National Field Champion
... two-time U.S. Olympic Festival
Champion ... U.S. Archery Team Member 1990-1999 ...
holds U.S. indoor record for 18-meter double round.

YEAR-BY-YEAR
1999 Placed first at 2000 Olympic Trials ... won team gold
at Pan Am Games ... won individual and team gold at
Cuban Golden Target ... won team bronze at Sydney
Golden Arrow ... member of World Target Championship
Team ... finished second at California Cup ... placed third at
Arizona Cup ... named to U.S. Archery Team ... 1998 Won
National Target Championships ... placed second at
National Indoor Championships ... finished third at
Arizona Cup ... named to U.S. Archery Team ... named
NAA Female Athlete of the Year ... 1997 Member of World
Target Championship Team ... won Canada Cup ... won
National Target Championships ... won National Indoor
Championships ... placed second at National Field
Championships ... won California Cup ... won Arizona
Cup ... named to U.S. Archery Team ... named NAA Female
Athlete of the Year ... 1996 Member of Olympic Team, placing 16th individually ... won National Target
Championships ... won team gold
at Championships of the
Americas ... won California Cup
... won California State Outdoor
... won San Diego Open ... named
to U.S. Archery Team ... named
NAA Female Athlete of the Year
... 1995 Member of World Target
Championship Team ... won individual and team gold at Pan Am
Games ... also captured two silver
medals for the 50 and 30 meter
distances at Pan Am Games ...
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placed third at National Target Championships ... won
individual and team gold at U.S. Olympic Festival ...
placed second at Mexican Olympic Festival ... won team
silver at Turkish Golden Arrow ... won California Cup ...
won California State Outdoor ... won Los Angeles City
Indoor ... placed second at Pacific Coast Championships ...
named to U.S. Archery Team ... named NAA Female
Athlete of the Year ... 1994 Member of World Field
Championships Team ... placed second at National Target
Championships ... won National Field Championships ...
won team gold at U.S. Olympic Festival ... won individual
gold and team silver at Grand Prix of Poland ... member of
Championships of the Americas Team ... won California
State Outdoor ... won Pacific Coast Championships ...
named to U.S. Archery Team ... 1993 Member of World
Target Championship Team ... placed second at National
Target Championships ... won individual bronze medal
and team gold medal at U.S. Olympic Festival ... won individual silver medal and team gold medal at Czech
Republic Grand Prix ... won Arizona Cup ... won California
State Outdoor ... named to U.S. Archery Team ... 1992
Member of World Field Championships Team ... placed
second at National Target Championships ... placed second
at National Field Championships ... won Championships
of the Americas ... won California State Outdoor ... named
to U.S. Archery Team ... 1991 Won team bronze medal at
World Target Championships ... placed second at National
Target Championships ... placed third at Nationa1 Indoor
Championships ... won National Fie1d Championships ...
won team gold at U.S. Olympic Festival ... finished third at
Arizona Cup ... won California State Outdoor ... named to
U.S. Archery Team ... won Shenk Award for top overall
female archer ... 1990 Member of World Field
Championships Team ... placed second at National Target
Championships ... won National Field Championships ...
won Championships of the Americas ... won California
State Outdoor ... won Pacific Coast Championships ...
named to U.S. Archery Team ... 1989 Member of World
Target Championship Team ... won California State
Outdoor ... won Pacific Coast Championships.

PERSONAL
Operates her own jewelry, silversmithing and ceramic
business ... knows the Dutch language ... her good-luck
charm is a stuffed Snoopy from the 1984 Olympic Games
that travels with her to all competitions and even receives
credentials for international events.

1999 RANKINGS
World (as of 9/1/99) – tied for l8th
National – 4th
®

NAA Corporate Sponsor

States Olympic Team!
Denise Parker
Lives in Salt Lake City, UT ... born Dec. 12, 1973 in Hilldale,
UT

MOST NOTABLE
Won team bronze medal at 1988
Olympic Games at the age of 14
... also member of 1992 Olympic
Team ... 1991 Junior World
Champion ... bronze medalist at
1989
World
Target
Championship ... 1987 and 1991
Pan American Games Champion
... five-time National Outdoor
Champion
...
seven-time
National Indoor Champion ... 1991 Junior National
Champion ... holds 19 national outdoor records and nine
national indoor records.

YEAR-BY-YEAR
1999 Placed third at 2000 Olympic Trials ... won National
Target Championships ... member of World Target
Championship Team ... won team gold medal and individual bronze medal at Pan Am Games ... placed second at
U.S. Open ... finished third at National Indoor
Championships ... won team bronze at Sydney
International Golden Arrow ... won Arizona Cup ... won
Texas Spring FITA ... 1998 Won team bronze medal at
World Ski-Archery Championships ... placed second at
National Target Championships ... finished second at Gold
Cup ... named to U.S. Archery Team ... 1997 Finished fifth
at National Target Championships ... 1996 Placed ninth at
Olympic Trials ... 1995 Won team gold medal and individual bronze medal at Pan Am Games ... member of World
Target Championship Team ... member of World Indoor
Championship Team ... won National Indoor
Championship ... won Las Vegas Shoot ... named to U.S.
Archery Team ... 1994 Won National Indoor Championship
... won Arizona Cup ... member
of Goodwill Games Team ...
named to U.S. Archery Team ...
1993 Member of World Target
Championship Team ... won
National Target Championship ...
placed second at National Indoor
Championship ... named to U.S.
Archery Team ... 1992 Member of
Olympic Team, placing fifth individually ... won national Indoor
Championship ... named to U.S.
Archery Team ... named NAA

Female Athlete of the Year ... 1991 Won Junior World
Championship ... won individual and team gold medals at
Pan Am Games ... won team bronze medal at World Target
Championships ... won National Target Championships ...
won National Indoor Championships ... won Junior
National Championships ... won individual and team gold
at U.S. Olympic Festival ... named to U.S. Archery Team ...
named NAA Female Athlete of the Year ... 1990 Won
National Target Championships ... won National Indoor
Championships ... won Arizona Cup ... won silver medal at
Spring Arrows Tournament in Russia ... named to U.S.
Archery Team ... 1989 Won bronze medal at World Target
Championships ... won National Target Championships ...
won National Indoor Championships ... won gold medal at
U.S. Olympic Festival ... named to U.S. Archery Team ...
named NAA Female Athlete of the Year ... l988 Won team
bronze medal at Olympic Games ... won National Indoor
Championships ... won silver medal at Championships of
the Americas ... 1987 Won individual and team gold at Pan
Am Games ... named NAA Female Athlete of the Year.

PERSONAL
Marketing manager for Hoyt USA ... enjoys go1f and skiing.

1999 RANKINGS
World (as of 9/1/99) – 25th
National: 1st

Karen Scavotto
Lives in Enfield, CT ... born April 17, 1982 in Danbury, CT.

MOST NOTABLE
Won individual gold and team
bronze at Sydney International
Golden Arrow in her first international competition as a senior ...
three-time junior division champion
at
National
Target
Championships ... four-time
National Junior Olympic Target
Champion ... three-time National
Junior
Olympic
Indoor
Champion ... holds five junior national outdoor records
and one junior national indoor record.

YEAR-BY-YEAR
1999 Placed second at 2000 Olympic Trials ... won individual gold medal and team bronze medal at Sydney
International Golden Arrow ... placed third in senior division of National Target Championships ... finished fourth
in senior division of National Indoor Championships ...
®
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won Junior National Outdoor
Championships ... won Junior
National Indoor Championships
... placed third at U.S. Open ...
named to U.S. Archery Team ...
1998 Member of Junior World
Championships Team ... finished
fifth in senior division at National
Target Championships ... finished
fourth in senior division of
National Indoor Championships
... won Junior National Outdoor
Championships ... won Junior
National Indoor Championships ... finished fourth at U.S.
Open ... named to U.S. Archery Team ... l997 Won team gold
medal at Junior European Cup Championships ... won FITA
Competitive division at National Target Championships ...
placed second in FITA Competitive division at National
Indoor Championships ... won Junior National Outdoor
Championships ... won Junior National Indoor
Championship ... finished sixth at U.S. Open ... named to
Junior U.S. Archery Team ... 1996 Won Junior division at
National Target Championships ... won Junior division at
National Indoor Championships ... placed second in Junior
division at Junior National Outdoor Championships ...
placed second in Junior division at Junior National Indoor
Championships ... named to Junior U.S. Archery Team ...
1995 Won Junior division at National Target
Championships ... finished third in Junior division at
National Indoor Championships ... won Junior division at
Junior National Outdoor Championships ... placed second
in Junior division at Junior National Indoor
Championships.

ond
at
National
Indoor
Championships ... placed second
at U.S. Open ... named to U.S.
Archery Team ... 1998 Finished
third
at
National
Target
Championships ... 1997 Member of
World Target Championships
Team ... placed second at National
Target Championships ... won U.S.
Open ... won team gold medal and
individual silver medal at
Moscow Grand Prix ... ranked #1
in the world at year’s end ...
named to U.S. Archery Team ... named NAA Male Athlete of
the Year ... 1996 Won individual and team gold medals at
Olympic Games ... finished third at National Indoor
Championships ... won team gold medal and individual
bronze medal at Championships of the Americas ... named
to U.S. Archery Team ... named NAA Male Athlete of the
Year ... 1995 Won National Target Championships ... member of U.S. Olympic Festival Team ... named to U.S. Archery
Team ... 1994 Won California State Outdoor ... member of
U.S. Olympic Festival Team named to U.S. Archery Team
... 1993 Won Collegiate division of National Indoor
Championship ... won Arizona State Championships ... won
California State Championships ... won U.S. Intercollegiate
Championships ... won Western Regional Collegiate
Outdoor ... named to Junior U.S. Archery Team ... 1992 Won
Intermediate division at National Target Championships ...
placed second in Intermediate division at Junior National
Outdoor Championships ... placed second in Intermediate
division at Junior National Indoor Championships ... won
gold medal at European Junior Championships.

PERSONAL

PERSONAL

Currently a senior at Enfield High School ... coached by
1996 Olympic Gold Medalist Butch Johnson ... was captain
of 8th-grade field hockey team ... enjoys weightlifting and
art.

An avid guitar player

1999 RANKINGS
World (as of 9/1/99) – 38th
National – 6th

1999 RANKINGS
Shane Parker

World (as of 9/1/99) – 77th
National – 2nd

Resident Athlete at ARCO Training Center in Chula Vista,
CA ... hometown is Hurdle Mills, N.C ... born Dec. 4, 1971 in
Durham, NC.

Meet the Men’s Team

MOST NOTABLE
Won silver medal at 1997 World
Indoor Championships ... 1996 U.S.
Intercollegiate Champion.

Justin Huish

YEAR-BY-YEAR

Lives in Simi Valley, CA ... born Jan. 9, 1975.

MOST NOTABLE
Won individual and team gold
medals at 1996 Olympic Games ...
1995 National Outdoor Champion ...
1993 U.S. Collegiate Champion.

YEAR-BY-YEAR
1999 Placed second at 2000 Olympic
Trials ... finished third at National
Target Championships ... placed sec-
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1999 Finished third at 2000 Olympic
Trials ... member of World Indoor
Championship Team ... finished
fourth at Texas Spring FITA ... finished fourth at U.S. Open ... named to U.S. Archery Team ...
1998 Won Gold Cup ... finished fourth at National Target
Championships ... finished fifth at Arizona Cup ... finished
sixth at U.S. Open ... named to U.S. Archery Team ... 1997
Won silver medal at World Indoor Championships ... fin®
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ished fifth at National
Indoor Championships
... named to U.S.
Archery ... 1996 Won
U.S.
Intercollegiate
Championships
...
named Collegiate AllAmerican ... 1995 Won
team silver medal at
U.S. Olympic Festival ... 1994 Member of U.S. Olympic
Festival Team ... won Virginia State Games ... won College
division of Atlantic City Classic ... won North Carolina State
Championships.

PERSONAL
Graduated with honors from North Carolina State
University in 1996 ... earned Dean’s List status in six semesters ... three-time All-American while at North Carolina
State.

1999 RANKINGS
World (as of 9/1/99) – 92nd
National – 5th

Vic Wunderle
Lives in Mason City, IL ... born March 4, 1976 in Lincoln, IL

MOST NOTABLE
Two-time Junior World Champion ... Two-time National
Outdoor Champion ... three-time U.S. Intercollegiate
Champion ... four-time Junior National Outdoor Champion
... three-time Junior National Indoor Champion ... threetime collegiate All-American ... holds four national outdoor
records and two national indoor records.

YEAR-BY-YEAR
1999 Placed first at 2000 Olympic Trials ... won National
Target Championships ... won team bronze medal at World
Target Championships ... won team gold medal and
Individual silver medal at Pan Am Games ... member of
World Indoor Championships Team ... won silver medal at
Cuban Golden Targets ... won U.S. Open ... named to U.S.
Archery Team ... l998 Won National Target Championships
... won U.S. Intercollegiate Indoor Championships ... won
U.S. Intercollegiate Outdoor Championships ... member of
World University Archery Championships Team ... won
U.S. Open ... finished third at Texas Spring FITA ... named to
U.S. Archery Team ... won Shenk Award as top overall
archer ... 1997 Won U.S.
Intercollegiate Indoor Championships ... won U.S. Intercollegiate
Outdoor Championships ... named to U.S. Archery Team ... 1995
Won team gold medal and individual silver medal at Pan Am
Games ... also captured two gold
medals for 30 and 50 meter distances at Pan Am Games ... won
U.S. Intercollegiate Indoor Championships ... won U.S. Intercollegiate Outdoor Championships

... named to U.S. Archery Team ... 1994 Won individual gold
medal and team bronze medal at Junior World
Championship ... won Intermediate division at National
Indoor Championships ... won Intermediate division at
Junior National Indoor Championships ... won Arizona
Cup ... named to U.S. Archery Team ... named NAA Male
Athlete of the Year ... 1993 Won team gold medal at Junior
World Championships ... placed second in Intermediate
division at National Indoor Championships ... won
Intermediate division at Junior National Outdoor
Championships ... placed second at Arizona Cup ... named
to Junior U.S. Archery Team ... 1992 Placed second in
Intermediate division at National Target Championships ...
won intermediate division at National Indoor
Championships ... won Intermediate division at Junior
National Outdoor Championships ... won Intermediate
division at Junior National Indoor Championships ...
named to Junior U.S. Archery Team ... 1991 Won Junior
World Championship ... won Intermediate division at
National Target Championships ... won Junior division at
National Indoor Championships ... won Junior division at
Junior National Outdoor Championships ... won Junior
division at Junior National Indoor Championships ...
named to Junior U.S. Archery Team ... 1990 Won Junior division at National Target Championships ... won Junior division at Junior National Outdoor Championships ... placed
second in Junior division at Junior National Indoor
Championships.

PERSONAL
A 1999 graduate of Texas A&M University ... competed on
the archery, rifle, pistol, and fishing teams at Texas A&M ...
father (Terry) and sisters (Sally and Dawn) are all involved
in archery.

1999 RANKINGS
World (as of 9/1/99) – 26th
National – 2nd

Meet the Coaches
LLOYD BROWN – MEN’S COACH
In 1996, Brown was the team coach for the U.S. Olympic
Gold Medal Men’s Team in Atlanta. Most recently he served
as head coach for the U.S. teams that competed at the 1999
World Target Championships and 1999 Pan American
Games. At the World Target Championships, the U.S.
earned two gold medals and one bronze, while at the Pan
Am Games the teams captured six out of a possible eight
medals, including three gold, one silver and two bronze
medals. Brown was also coach for the
1993 World Target Championships,
the 1993 and 1994 Junior World
Championships, and assistant coach
for
the
1995
World
Target
Championships. In March of 1999,
Brown was appointed as program
coach of the NAA Resident Athlete
®
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PSYCHOLOGY

Life Goes On...
To All The Archers Who Had Hoped To Make The 2000
Olympic Team,
By the time this article is published, the U.S. Archery
Team for the 2000 Olympics will have been chosen. The
six archers (three men and three women) and two alternates that make up the team are busy and excited thinking about the next 12 months of mental and physical
preparation and practice, training camps, international
tournaments, and the Games. But what about those of
you who did not make the team? What now? This article
is for those who didn’t qualify and for anyone who has
ever fallen short of an important goal. (That pretty much
covers everyone, including me!) There are ways that
work better than others of picking up, moving on, and
making the most of an otherwise bummer of a situation.
At the very least, I hope this article is good “food-forthought.”
Sincerely,

Dr. Lisa Franseen

T

hrough my involvement with the NAA since the 1996
Olympics, I have met and worked with many archers
who, secretly or not, had dreams of earning a spot on the
2000 Olympic team. Some of these archers merely thought
“It’d be nice if …” and did not give more energy to training or preparation. On the other end of the continuum,
some archers had dedicated their lives to training in order
to make the team. Some left everything they knew at home
and moved to the ARCO Olympic Training Center in
California to be resident athletes. Some decided to put
aside college for several years. Some chose to work only
part-time jobs, putting themselves in a position of financial
hardship. Others worked more seriously with a sport psychologist and gave their full commitment to strengthening
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by Lisa Franseen, Ph.D.
their mental skills. Some took up running or weight lifting.
And most, in their dedication, spent valuable time away
from their spouse, children, loved ones, and friends in
order to train and compete.
If you are one of these archers, regardless of how seriously you took the challenge, it is a disappointment not to
have reached your goal. The reason I’ve stated the obvious
is because I believe that many of us forget just how tough
it is, emotionally, not to reach a goal that was important to
us. I remember an archer telling me, after not qualifying for
the ‘96 Olympics, “One of the hardest parts was how it
seemed everyone else just moved on and forgot. My parents, my friends, everyone! Well, everyone, that is, except
me. I felt miserable for weeks but felt too stupid to talk to
anyone about it.” Another athlete once said, “Those who
made the team got so much attention. Everyone focused on
them. But it left me feeling totally alone … kind of invisible.”
Basically, when we don’t get something we really want
it is considered a loss. Any time we experience a loss there
is some emotional reaction involved. It usually doesn’t feel
very good. There is often sadness, even depression. Anger
is common, at ourselves or at some situation that seemed
unfair. You may begin to think that all the time you spent
training was a waste. You may feel stupid for even thinking you could make the team in the first place. You may feel
like quitting or at least lose motivation for a while. You
may feel like you’ve let down someone who was supporting you, or you feel embarrassed around someone who

Archers Worldwide Are
Enjoying the Benefits of
ARCHERY FOCUS MAGAZINE
THE ONLINE EDITION
at www.archeryfocus.com
Would your outdoor/wildlife magazine benefit from having an Online Edition?
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The Developer of Archer y Focus magazine The Online Edition
didn’t believe in you in the first place. There is often a time
of confusion before you get used to the idea that the next
year will not be consumed with preparation for the Games
and until you make other plans. All of these feelings are
normal reactions to loss.
Getting Through and Moving On
Because not making the team can be so difficult, there are
important steps you need to take to work through your disappointment and move on in a positive, productive manner. If you don’t take these steps, if can wreak havoc in
your life, as well as your shooting. One archer I worked
with came to me because he was shooting worse than he
had in years. He could not understand why and was
becoming very frustrated. After talking a while together, he
realized that his performance went down after an important qualifying tournament eight months before. He had
not qualified for the team, never acknowledged how much
he felt like a failure, and took from that experience that he
wasn’t any good. This archer also began to wonder if having his worst semester at school and failing in a relationship also had to do with his feeling like a failure. Another
drawback from not taking the right steps to work through

your disappointment is the desire to quit. How many exarchers out there quit shooting after not reaching a goal?
Words of Wisdom for the Support Team
Most archers, in attempting to qualify for the 2000 Olympic
Team, rallied a support team of spouses, parents, a coach,
and friends. These followers were often as dedicated to
supporting that archer in his or her pursuit as the archer
was in making the team. Money, time, energy, and emotional support were all dished out liberally in the excitement of the possibility. If you were supporting someone in
their efforts to make the team remember that your support
is as valuable now as it was before and maybe even more
valuable.
How do you support someone who didn’t make the
team? Don’t be afraid to ask the archer how he or she is
doing. Questions like, “How it’s been since the last qualifying tournament? It must’ve been really hard not to have
made it” or “Has it been on your mind a lot since you didn’t qualify?” can help encourage that archer to talk about
their experience. It may appear, on the outside, that the
archer doesn’t want to talk about it. Don’t let this fool you.
Sometimes they only need to be asked! If they really don’t
continued ...
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What Can I Do?

H

ere are steps you can take —

• Accept and express whatever it is that you’re feeling.
Don’t push it all aside thinking that is the way to
make it go away.
• Give yourself sincere credit for trying to make the team.
Trying takes courage and there are many archers
who, for whatever reason, did not even try.
• Give yourself sincere credit for your accomplishments.
Sometimes, in order to do this, you have to think
hard about things you did well or improvements
you made. This can be a challenge if you tend to
focus more on all the mistakes you think you made.
• Don’t blame yourself for not making the team but do
take responsibility for it. This means not being a victim (having a “poor me” attitude) and objectively
looking at what you’re doing that needs changing.
• Don’t blame anybody or anything else for not making
the team. Blaming others keeps you in a victim role.
Think of it this way: If it was something or someone
else’s fault, then what can you do to take control and
improve yourself?
• Find the value in it. Look back at the experience.
What did you learn from the things that may have
held you back from qualifying? What can you do
differently next time? Remind yourself that the only
thing you have control over is learning from the past
to improve the future.
• Let go and look ahead once you feel like you have a
good, positive perspective. Set new goals. Have new
aspirations. Be passionate about reaching new
heights!
want to talk about it, trust them to tell you that.

If you have a question or comment for Dr. Lisa Franseen, you can
reach her by writing to Archery Focus magazine, c/o Lisa
Franseen, 5051 Garrison St. #3, Wheat Ridge, CO, 80033, or by
e-mail at franseen@pol.net. You may get your question answered in a future issue of this magazine. Any published questions
will be and remain anonymous and confidential. She will do her
best to answer all unpublished questions by mail. Please include
your name, address, phone number, and (if you have one) your email address. ➷
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Dr. Lisa Franseen is a clinical and sport psychologist in Denver,
Colorado and works with athletes throughout the U.S. She first
began working with archery in 1994
while at the Olympic Training
Center in Colorado Springs. From
there, she has continued to help
archers of all levels improve their
performance through mental skills
training, including elite archers at
USAT training camps, international competitions, and the Olympic
Games. Lisa also teaches sport psychology for the NAA Level 3 and 4 Archery Coaching
Certification Courses.
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N OCK F I T
by Larry Wise
Larry Wise is currently writing his fifth book, entitled Core
Archery, in which he advocates adopting a shooting form based
on using your body’s spine properly.

E

Nocks I used on my indoor arrows. The cure was simple,
replace the 14-strand string that worked so well all winter
with a 12-strand string, keeping the same #18 size center
serving.
An hour later, I had my new string on the bow and
good groups in the target. Too bad all tuning problems
aren’t solved that easily. What‘s important to learn here is
that your string and nocks must work together or grouping
problems will result. What follows is a number of bow
string factors you should be checking to ensure optimum
performance from your bow setup no matter if it’s for
hunting, 3-D, or field shooting.

very April I finish the indoor shooting season at the
Pennsylvania State Indoor Championship. Several
years ago I shot well and ended the two-day shoot with a
new state record (1199 out of 1200). I was pleased, but anxious to start preparing for the Atlantic City Classic, so I dug
out my carbons and started shooting 60 yards.
As each day’s practice led into the next, I wasn’t getting
the results I needed to be competitive at the Classic. After
four days of shooting arrows left and right across the nine
and ten ring of the 122 cm FITA target I had to find out
or starters, push a nock onto your string and check how
why. How could I go from a state record caliber shooter to
tight it fits. Can you slide it up and down the string fairone who couldn’t even get decent
ly easily or does it fit so tight that you
groups in just a few days?
can’t move it. Proper fit can also be
The only part of my setup that I
tested by pulling the arrow off of the
had switched was the set of arrows;
string with just your index finger and
for outdoors I shoot Carbon Tech
thumb. A slight tug should “pop” the
210s with 115-grain points. From
nock off the string. If you hold the bow
some test shooting I had done previso the string is horizontal and the
ously I knew how well they grouped
arrow falls off by its own weight, then
and I wasn’t getting that same
the nock fit is too loose.
grouping. Then it hit me. I was now
If the nocks are too tight to move,
using a 450 Plus bowstring from
your groups are probably not what
BCY Fibers which was a little fatter
they should be. The grouping I usually
than the string I had used before. I
get with too tight nocks is a horizontal
Fig. 1 When nocks are properly fit on a string
checked the throat size of the Easton
(middle), the nock should look much like it does spread that can be a foot wide at sixty
“G“ nocks on my carbon shafts and, off a string (left). If the string is too large or the yards. Check the tabs or “ears” of the
sure enough, their throats were nar- nock too small, you may see the “ears” of the nock to see if they stay spread apart
rower than the throats on the Super nock spread when on the string (right.)

F
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after the nock is snapped onto the string (see Fig. 1). If so,
the fit is too tight.
If your nocks fit too loosely, they may slide down the
string as the string is released. I usually get erratic high
arrows or groups spread out vertically with loose nocks.
You can easily overlook this little problem because a high
nocking point and a weak launcher can also cause vertical
grouping. Check all of these items to be sure.

“I usually get erratic
high arrows or groups
spread out vertically
with loose nocks.”

I

n either case, one of two remedies must be employed. If
your nocks fit too tightly you must either reduce the
diameter of the bowstring or increase the throat size of
your nocks. If you’re using the Easton “G” nock series you
can move from the .088” throat size (Small Groove) to the
.098” size (Large Groove) and maybe have the proper fit.
This may be enough, but if not or if you are already using
the larger size, you must reduce your string diameter.
Decreasing the number of strands of string material in
your string is a good way to get the fit you need. Count the
number of strands in your current string, there are probably 18 or 20. Build a new string with two fewer strands and
the same serving size, typically #18 monofilament. Testing
someone else’s string is a good idea at this point because it
may tell you the exact number of strands you need.
Be sure to use the same string material as the original
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since each type of material has its own
strand diameter. The various “Dyneema”
products like Fast Flight by Brownell and
Dynaflight by BCY Fibers have smaller
diameters, so I use 16 strands of these
materials with #18 center serving to establish a good fit for my Small Groove Easton
“G“ nocks; 18 strands fit the Easton Super
Nocks on my 2413 XX75 arrows.
The BCY 450 PLUS material is a little
fatter than the Dyneema products, so use
fewer strands. Twelve strands fit the .088”
Easton “G“ nocks nicely while 14 fit the
Super Nocks well.
An alternative to using fewer strands in
your string is to use smaller diameter center serving material. If your current string
has #21 monofilament serving then switch
to #18 monofilament. You can go as low as #15 if you want,
but durability becomes a factor with small diameter serving materials. Going up in serving size is good when your
nocks fit too loosely and you don’t want to make a new
string. You can even add several extra strands of bowstring material along just the center section of your string
before you serve it in order to increase string diameter.

A

lways check the number of strands in any new string
before you buy it. Then check the nock fit after it’s
installed. If the fit is not correct, make it right or you’ll
spend some frustrating hours trying to shoot groups and
failing. Do the same when you switch brands or styles of
nocks. Remember that the throat size must always match
the string size if you want good groups with less tuning.
Shoot straight, keep well. ➷

Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author of four books on
archery:
• Tuning Your Compound Bow
• Tuning Your Broadheads
• Bow and Arrow
• A Complete Guide to Tuning and Shooting
Your 3-D Bow
All are available from: Larry Wise, RR#3, Box 678,
Mifflintown, PA 17059
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TRADITIONAL

Bow Strings, Fistmeles,
and Traditional Bows
By Dan Quillian
Many of today’s traditional archers seem
to think Dacron is the only string material
for traditional bows, but I can remember
when linen was the best string material
you could get. Before that, hemp, bear gut,
frog skins, or whatever fiber you could
twist into a strong cord had to serve. A
bow‘s draw weight and performance are
limited by the available string material.
We now have new materials that allow an
increase in efficiency to approaches that of
modern mechanical bows.

P

lease understand that the speed
and the efficiency of a bow are
quite different things. One can gain
speed by going to a lighter
arrow, but at the same time the
bow becomes less efficient. If
you can increase the speed of
your arrows without changing
the weight of the arrow, or the
draw weight of the bow, then the
bow is more efficient. One of the
least understood factors in traditional archery is the role that the
string itself plays in the performance
of the bow. One needs to understand
what the string does when it is
released by an archer using a
Mediterranean-style release (this is the
most common release now used, as
opposed to a Mongolian thumb or
other release). First, for a right handed
shooter, as the string rolls off the ends
of your fingers, the nock travels to the
left, causing the arrow‘s tail to bend to

the left. Then, as the nock end of the
arrow springs back to the right, it must
drag the string with it. Finally, the
arrow must bend back, tail left, just in
time for the feathers to completely
clear the bow and arrow shelf. Of
course, all this is why arrow spine is so
important. An arrow that is too weak
will not recover quickly enough to
clear the bow, and an arrow that is too
stiff will kick left.
What affect does the bow string
have on this action? Most of it can be
summed up in one word – inertia.
Understanding how this works is a little more complicated. From high

the string is the part that must be accelerated most rapidly. This almost eliminates double-serving the string as an
option if you want good performance.
Too much mass is being added to the
most critical part of the string.

O

n the other end of the powerstroke, inertia again comes into
play – mass in motion tends to remain
in motion. This applies to bow strings.
A bow string does not stop when it
reaches its normal resting position.
Have you ever noticed how much closer to the bow the string can hit your
arm when you don’t have an arm
guard on? There is a spot for the
arrow to leave the string that
works best for any particular bow
/arrow combination. A heavy
string will go farther past the
string’s resting position before the
arrow leaves the string. This
requires a higher fistmele.
Conversely, with a lighter “fastflight“ string you should use a
lower fistmele (I use 11⁄8” lower fistmele when using a 12 strand Fast
Flight string than with a 16 strand
Dacron string). This adds 11⁄8” to my
power stroke (the same as adding 1” to
my draw length), giving me more cast
than an equivalent bow that has a 10
pound heavier draw! I have demonstrated this with a shooting machine
and a chronograph at draws from 26”
to 32”. In each case the lighter draw

“One of the least understood factors in traditional
archery is the role that the
string itself plays in the
performance of the bow.“
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school physics, mass (weight) at rest
tends to remain at rest and will require
energy to start in motion. This is true
for the string as well as for the arrow.
Therefore, if you use a string that
weighs more than necessary, you will
lose cast due to a loss in efficiency
from your bow. Klopsteg said 1⁄3 the
mass of the string was equal to adding
that much mass to the arrow. The reason for the 1⁄3 is that the center third of

weight bow with the longer power
stroke had a better cast (faster arrow
speed with the same arrow weight or
the same speed with a heavier arrow).
Remember you are not just lowering your fistmele on your bow, but by
reducing the mass (weight) of the
string you are reducing the follow of
the string, allowing the arrow to leave
the lowered string at the correct point
in its oscillation. Realize that you will
need a stiffer arrow. The arrow spine
required is a function of cast, not bow
draw weight. You can use this extra
cast for more speed or to throw a
heavier arrow. Either way you gain a
more efficient bow.
Now, a word of caution – some traditional bows do not have good string
grooves. Before you try one of these
low mass strings, carefully inspect
how your current string lies in its
grooves. If at any point where the
string touches the bow there is a corner
or sharp ridge rather than a smooth
curve, that is the point where the bow
will fail. A second safety trick is to add
six strands of Dacron in the loops of
your strings. This adds a little mass at

an uncritical point, but adds even
more protection from string failure.
With these two precautions I have
never known a bow to fail due to using
a string made of light material. I have
been using an eight strand BCY 450
Plus string on a 70 lb. Longhunter long

Meet the 2000 United States Olympic
Program in Chula Vista, California. He
also serves as director of youth programs/youth promotions at Easton
Technical Products in San Diego.
Brown has coached at numerous training camps, international championship events and athlete training
seminars. He has taught over 60 NAA
Level 1 and 2 instructor courses and
developed the NAA Level 1 Basic
Instructor Program.

Team continued from p. 29
two silver medals at the World
University Archery Championships.
Later that year, under Myrick’s tutelage at the Championships of the
Americas, U.S. archers brought home
three individual gold, one silver and
two bronze medals, while the team
competition garnered three gold
medals, one bronze medal, and six
world records. Myrick has organized
and coached at senior and junior
national team training camps since
1985. In 1987 she joined the NAA as
program administrator and initiated
the resident athlete program in
Colorado Springs. Under her guidance
the resident program produced one
1992 Olympian and three World senior
and junior team members. Myrick currently serves as chairman of the NAA
Officials and Rules Committee. These
accomplishments come on top of a
long competitive career in archery in
which Myrick earned three national

NANCY MYRICK
WOMEN’S COACH
Myrick served as women’s coach at the
1999 World Target Championships.
She was named
the
NAA
National Coach
of the Year in
1998 after guiding the U.S.
squad to two
gold medals and
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“If where the string
touches the bow
there is a corner or
sharp ridge rather
than a smooth
curve, that is where
the bow will fail.“
bow. This string is stronger than a 28
strand string of Dacron. [B-50 Dacron
has a breaking strength of 45 lb. per
strand; Fast Flight has a breaking
strength of 95 lb. per strand; BCY 450
Plus has a breaking strength of 155 lb.
per strand.]
All in all this means, with a lower
mass string you can shoot a lighter

draw bow while hunting or target
shooting and that alone can make you
a better archer. ➷
Dan Quillian is a member of the
Southeastern Outdoor Press Association
and the Outdoor Writer's Association of
America. Dan put
the first tree stand
on the market and
helped popularize
treestand hunting.
He has designed
all types of bows–
compounds,
recurves and traditional bows and
is constantly working with them to learn
what makes them shoot well.
Dan has taught, or helped, thousands
of bow-hunters in his bow clinics, both
locally and nationally. He had, and has
since sold, an internationally known
business specializing in all types of
archery products, and ran an indoor
archery range and pro shop.
Dan has produced, and is successfully marketing in the US and abroad, a
video tape on traditional archery techniques.

titles and represented the U.S. in
World, Pan Am and continental competition.

TERESA COSTELLO
TEAM LEADER
Costello has a wealth of experience as
team leader in international competition. Most recently she served in
that capacity at
the 1999 World
Target Championships and 1999
Pan Am Games.
In 1996, Costello
was team leader for the U.S. Olympic
Team in Atlanta. Prior to that she
assisted U.S. teams at the 1995 World
Target Championships, 1994 Junior
World Championships, and the 1990
and 1992 Championships of the
Americas. ➷
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by Rick McKinney

Stabilizers
How to Choose One for Your New Bow
There have been many designs for stabilizers and many different methods on how to
use them effectively. Which is the best kind
of stabilizer, how many should you use,
how much weight goes at the end, and
where should the stabilizers be placed?
These are just a few of the questions that
drive us archery enthusiasts crazy in finding the ultimate stabilization. Webster’s
Third New International Dictionary
states: “Stabilizer: one that makes stable.“
and ”Stable: placed so as to resist forces
tending to cause motion or change of
motion: designed so as to develop forces
that restore the original condition when
disturbed from a condition of equilibrium
or steady motion.” Well, now that we
know that it is not really an antenna that
you can use to receive good music or outer
space messages, we can get down to business.

S

etting up your bow with a stabilizer
system is a matter of trial and error.
The important aspects of choosing stabilizers are:
1. What type of bow reaction you
want during the shot.
2. How you want your bow to be balanced before, during, and after the
shot.
3. How much total weight you want
on your bow for complete control
(taking into account the weights of
your sight and arrow rest).
4. How much weight you want at the
end of the rod.
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Balancing the Bow Let’s start with
determining how you want your bow
to be balanced during the shot. Right
now, in the recurve world, there are
two theories. The first is having your
bow leaving straight out of your hand
during the shot. The second is having
your bow sit in your hand during the
shot.
In order to get your bow to move
quickly out of your hand and keep it
going straight (with no torque) you
have two options. The first option is to
use a long rod and V-bar system with a
V-bar extender. Or, you can use a three
stabilizer system out in front (one long
rod in the center and two smaller rods,
one each at the top and bottom of the

There are many stabilizers from which to
choose and even more combinations!
riser). Some archers use a small rear
weight with this last system to counter
the rapid movement of the bow during
the shot.
The V-Bar System The V-Bar system has
two rods hanging at 30 to 45 degrees
out and 0-45 degrees back towards the
bow hand. There is a V-bar extender
that is placed just before the V-bar.
Then a single long rod is placed out in
front of the V-bar. Since most of the
weight is out in front of the riser, this
causes the bow to dynamically leave
your hand as you release the string.
The theory of getting the bow to leave
your hand quickly is so that you do not
have a chance to move your thumb or
fingers during the shot which would
cause you to torque the bow, thus redirecting the arrow. In other words, you
miss what you are aiming at! There are
fixed angle V-bars and there are universal style V-bars that allow you to
position the side rods any direction
you would like. The best option for
archers who are not sure of which
position they want, is to get the
V-bar systems are the most common stabilization system today.

Universal-type V-bar. You can play
with different degrees of angle, moving the stabilizers away from your
hand, closer to your hand, straight or
parallel to the center stabilizer or you
can position them at the usual 45
degrees down. These universal V-bars
have a tendency to move after so many
shots, so once you have found the right
angle, the one that is comfortable to
you and you get consistent shots, then
find a fixed V-bar that is similar to
your tastes or Loc-Tite the screws or
epoxy them so they do not move.
Something to remember; the lower
you bring the V-bars down, the less
movement you get from your bow. If
you raise your V-bars up towards
being in the same plane as the center
stabilizer, your bow will become more
dynamic during the shot. The more
you move your rods out away from the
riser, the slower will be the reaction of
the bow.

The three stabilizer system has been very popular with the Korean ladies who have won
World and Olympic championships with them.

The Three Stabilizer System Another
way to get your bow to be dynamic
during the shot is to use a center rod
with two smaller rods at the top and
bottom of the riser. This causes your
bow to move almost the same way as
the V-bar system, except that it is a bit
easier to torque the bow. This three rod
system is very popular with the
Korean ladies who have won several
titles including World and Olympic
championships. Most archers use from
27” to 30” center rods with 6” to 8” top
and bottom rods. These are similar to
the rods used by V-bar shooters. The
only difference is they have a 4” to 6”
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V-bar extender, which makes
their total center stabilizer
length a few inches longer.
Keeping the Bow in Your
Hand The other theory of
keeping your bow sitting
near your hand during the
shot (less dynamics) involves
using the center rod and a
rear weight to counter balance the front weight. Some
top U.S. archers are claiming
this to be the ultimate system,
but it has yet to be proven.
This system has a single center rod with a balancing weight
All World and Olympic titles
behind. The shot has just been loosed. Note the Doinker at the
since 1977 have been won
tip of the stabilizer doing its job - absorbing vibrations.
with a V-bar system and
extender or the three stabilizer system. your bow arm move more than you
However, this system is gaining in want it to.
popularity in the United States. A Vbar can have the same effect if it is Weights at the End of the Center Rod The
placed right up against the bow which amount of end weight is critical. You
keeps the center of the weight near the must have enough weight to cause the
bow hand. These two systems make bow to remain in one plane while the
the bow gyrate near the hand. Since arrow is being released (The weight
the weight is near the hand, an archer will move up and down, but not sidecan hold a more massive bow thus giv- ways). Too much weight will cause
ing them more stability. When shoot- your bow to rapidly drop out of your
ing in wind, a heavier bow is supposed hand upon release causing you to
to be more effective. The major differ- torque the grip or grab it. Start with a
ence between the single rod with a rear minimum of two to three weights at
weight and the V-bar system up the end of the stabilizer. Most weights
against the bow is torque resistance, are approximately 650 grains each
which is greater with a V-bar.
(about 1.5 ounces or 43 grams).
Center Rods The importance of the
center rod (for all systems) cannot be
overstated. You need to determine the
length, the amount of weight you want
at the end, and the stiffness of the center rod to be used with your
bow and form. If you
choose a tapered tubular
rod, watch out for too much
whippyness. A whippy stabilizer may move up or
down just a bit while you
are aiming (due to, say, a
muscle tremor) and will
cause a ripple effect making

Types of Center Rods The most popular
long stabilizer is the parallel tube. It
comes in many different materials and
thicknesses. The most popular ones are
about 1 inch in diameter. Those work

Multi–rod stabilizers have the
advantage that you do not need to
use a shock absorption device as
the carbon shafts are the shock
absorbers.
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excellently. There are various types of materials used, but
the most popular is carbon fiber composite material. Some
aluminum tubes are still being used, but not in higher competitive circles. Some like the new super thick (2 inch diameter) stabilizers like the X10, X-Ring, or Bomar. These
appear to work very well with compound bows, but most
recurve archers feel that there is too much surface area during windy conditions. Also, the oscillations of the stabilizer
do not coincide with recurve bow vibrations. Another type
of stabilizer to consider is a multi-rod stabilizer. These are
generally made of four all-carbon arrows combined with
fixtures or tuners to make it a stabilizer. The advantage with
this system is that you do not need to use a shock absorption device (Torque Flight Compensators, Doinkers, etc.)
with them. The four arrow shafts are the shock absorbers.
However, you need this stabilizer to be longer than normal.
It appears to be around 35” to 45”! This extra length weighs
quite a bit, consequently, most multi-rod systems do not
have weights at their ends.
When you settle on the length of rods and stabilizers
that work for you, then you need to play with the amount
of weight to attach to the stabilizer. This you should experiment with over a period of time. Just remember that anytime you change your stabilization you may have to do a
slight readjustment in your tune. Frequently your nocking
point will be off a bit. Eventually you will have an excellent
setup and typically your setup will not change much during your years of shooting. Although you may want to try
different weights, lengths, and types of stabilizers, your stabilizer positioning is virtually permanent due to the bow
reaction you built into it. ➷

Rick McKinney has two Olympic silver medals and three World
Championships to his credit. He is also a founding publisher of
this magazine.

A rchery is Fun!
Just ask
Joe Sciacca of
Grass Valley,
California.
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The NFAA Shooter’s School on Video
...continued from pg. 7

tiller tuning (Bernie thinks it is bogus; I’m not sure.),
cam/wheel timing, paper testing, and powder testing your
arrows for clearance, arrow tuning, and more.

T

hese tapes are not a substitute for a good coach, but they
are a darned good start. You can’t ask questions of the
tapes, but Bernie has done a good job of anticipating what
your questions may be. The flip side is that he may take
time answering questions you don’t have or even understand. (That’s what the fast forward button
on your VCR remote control is for.) Some
times the audio is hard to follow, especially
when students are asking questions (the
questions don’t get repeated before being
answered) so you can be left wondering
what the question was. (The advantage of
video tape, of course, is that you can play
any segment over and over if you want.)
Sometimes the audio track left me confused.
The production values are not Hollywood caliber, but they
are more than good enough. By and large, I found the tapes
immensely valuable—actually I am still finding them valuable because every time I view them I find something I
missed the previous times through.
Another attraction is you will get a $50 discount on the
tapes if you have taken the school already and, if you buy
the tapes first, you’ll get a $50 discount if you take the
school. If you want these videos contact Robinhood Videos,
Jan & Bernie Pellerite, 1036 Arcaro Drive,
Gahanna, OH 43081 (phone 614.933.0011, fax
614.933.0010 email AskBernie@aol.com or
ICurePanic@aol.com). All six tapes sell as a
set for $150.00 or individually for $29.95.
(Yes, I know you can get a “Butch Cassidy
and the Sundance Kid” video for $8.99 at
your local KMart, but just see how much better you get as a shooter from watching it.)
They make a great present for any archer. (I
bought the set for Claudia.) There are also two supplements
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to this series that have been produced since
the original tapes were made—”44 Form
Flaws” and “Target Panic & A Discipline
Called Archery.”
I’m going out to the practice range to see
if I can hit those molecules in the center of
the x-ring! ➷
Steve Ruis is a field archer living in Grass
Valley, CA and is the editor and layout artist
of this magazine.
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PRODUCT NEWS

Product News
Muzzy Bad to The Bone Broadheads Now Engraved
uzzy’s line of Trocar Tipped-replaceable blade broadheads are now engraved with the Muzzy
logo and catalog reference number. The catalog number doubles as an arrow shaft selector
code for quick, easy identification.

M

Muzzy made the change because of what they claim to be a growing number of imitators. “We want
our customers to be sure they are shooting the best,” says Muzzy’s John Musacchia, Jr. “Another
reason for engraving our broadheads is that Muzzy has led the innovation into glue-on and gluein (internal component) broadheads for the hot new carbon arrow market. Although they weight
100 grains, they are made for specific carbon arrow sizes. Now they can be identified for the arrows
they fit.”
Additional information is available from Muzzy Products Corp., 110 Beasley Rd., Cartersville, GA
30120, phone 770.387.9300, fax 770.386.1777, email gomuzzy@aol.com, or on their websiteBadToTheBone.com.

Montana Black Gold Rolls Out Their New Standmaster Sight
ontana Black Gold, Inc. has added a fiber optic pendulum sight to its archery sight
line. The Standmaster pendulum is adjustable for arrow speed and stand height,
maximizing the range of “point on” accuracy. Out of your tree stand the sight has two
other fiber optic pins that can be set for shooting on the ground giving you, in effect, two
sights in one. The Standmaster is designed to give point on accuracy from 0-30+ yards
when shooting from a tree stand.

M

For more information contact Montana Black Gold, Inc., 34370 E. Frontage Road,
Bozeman, MT 59715, phone 406.586.1117, fax 406.586.0853 or by visiting their websitewww.montanablackgold.com.

New Archery Products Introduces ”1 Wrench Adjusts Everthing” QuikTune 3000 Micro Arrowrest

T

he QuikTune 3000 Micro Arrowrest has micro-adjust spring tension,
micro-adjust elevation, and micro-adjust centershot adjustments. All three
adjustments are “play-free.” All three adjustments have positioning indicating
markings so there is no more guessing about whether your rest has moved or
whether you’ve set it in the right place.
Each QuikTune 3000 Micro Arrowrest comes with patented Quiet-Tuff Silencers (installed) plus free replacement silencers in the package for a suggested
retail price of $69.99 (US).
Additional information can be obtained by telephone at 708.488.2500 or by
writing New Archery Products, 7500 Industrial Drive, Forest Park, IL 60130 or
by visiting the NAP web site—www.newarchery.com.
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